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ave O'Brien records his son's voice on shipboard. 
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Soundcraft Tape with the new FA -4 :=d formula- 

tion. Designed to meet the unlimited challenge of 

the most exciting new era in recording history! 
Only years of research ...and the most modern and advanced 
tape manufacturing facilities in the world ...could have per- 
fected this tape! Soundcraft's new FA -4 FORMULATION is 
frequency adjusted to provide the superlative sound repro- 
duction demanded in this exciting era of new discoveries and 
innovations in tape recording. You'll hear "highs" as never 

before... the full frequency spectrum for perhaps the very 
first time! 

Insist on Soundcraft Tape with the new FA -4 FORMULATION 
before you run another reel through your recorder ...you'll 
never settle for inferior sound reproduction again! 

REEVES SO U N D C RAFT CORP. 
Great Pasture Rd , Danbury, Conn. Chicago: 28 E. Jackson Blvd. 
Los Angeles: 342 N. LaBrea Toronto: 700 Weston Rd. 
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Why Emory Cook records his "sound safaris" 
on tough, long-lasting tapes of MYLAR® 
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"There's more tape, more playing time on a reel 
with t apes of ̀ Mylar'. That helps me travel light, 
saves on storage space back in the lab." 

"The tapes I use really take a beat- 
ing," says high-fidelity pioneer 
Emory Cook, who has recorded many 
exotic sounds for Cook records. 

"My tapes have to stand up in the 
heat of a West Indies jungle or the 
freezing cold of Mount Washington. 
From calypso festival to mountain 
thunderstorm, I need recording tapes 
I can always rely on. That's why I 
insist on tapes of 'Mylar'. 

I 

"'Mylar' isn't affected by heat or 
humidity. It doesn't dry out or get 
brittle with age. And I've never had 
a tape of `Mylar' stretch... or break, 
either." 

Before you buy your next reel of 
tape, think about the exclusive ad- 
vantages of tapes of "Mylar"* poly- 
ester film. Then, like Emory Cook, 
get a ree of your favorite brand, 
made with "Mylar". 

*"Mylar" is Du Pont's registered trademark for its /,,and of polyester film. Du Pont manufacture.. "Mylar" 
not finished magnetic recording tape. All manufacturers make tapes of "Mylar'. 
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Better Tninys for Better ling...throuph Chenusay 

BE SURE OF SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE...LOOK FOR THE NAME "MYLAR" ON THE BOX 

Di.' PONT ". 

MYLAR® I 

POLYESTER FILM 
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 tape recorder P. A. system 
portable TV set hand tools 

FROM YOUR CAR, Boat or Plane! 

with 

AIR 
INVERTERS 

for changing your storage 
battery current to 

A.C. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY 
Anywhere ... in your own cart 

OPERATES 
PORTABLE TV SET 
directly from your car! 

OPERATES 
RADIOS 
RECORD PLAYERS 
MIXMASTERS, ETC. 
directly from your coil 

MAKE YOUR CAR, BOAT OR PLANE 
"A ROLLING OFFICE!" 

OPERATES 
TAPE RECORDERS 

DICTATING 
MACHINES 
PUBLIC ADDRESS 
SYSTEMS 
ELECTRIC SHAVERS 
directly from your cart 

L 
__--- , 

I mounted out 
of sight under 
dash or in 
trunk 
comportment 

. UNIVERSAL 
rIN 

Especially designed to change 6 or 12 volt 
D.C. to 1 10 volt A.C. 60 cycles. 

EXECUTIVES POLICEMEN 
SALESMEN REPORTERS 
OUTDOOR MEN FIREMEN 

PUBLIC OFFICIALS 
MODELS 6U-RHG (6 volts) 125 to 150 watts. Ship- 
ping weight 27 lbs. List price $99.50 

DEALER NET PRICE 566.34 
12U-RHG (12 volt;) 150 to 175 watts. Shipping 
weight 27 lbs. List price $99.50 

DEALER NET PRICE S66.34 
Write for literature on other Sixes and Models 
of AYR INVERTERS. priced as low as $17.95 list. 

SEE YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE FACTORY, 
%/NEW MODELS VNEw DESIGNS v/NEW LITERATURE 

"A" Battery Eliminators DCAC Inverters Auto Radio Vibrators 

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO. 

2waUty Pwdaete Stmt /931 
SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA, U. S. A. 
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Self -Training and Teaching Made Easier! 

"add -Fa -1 -track" 
by 

What are your interests? V -M Add -A -Track is BIG news! Music stu- 

dents-helps improve technique! Language students-speeds learning! 
Square dancers-record the music, add your own calls! Singers, Actors 
-rehearse and record your part with recordings previously made of the 
other parts! PLUS-new, unusual home entertainment for everyone! 

Exclusive V -M "Add -A -Track" is the big new feature in tape re- 

corders! Record on one track, rewind the tape and record again on a 

second track while listening to the first track through the V -M re- 

corder's own speakers. Then play -back again and you hear both 
recordings simultaneously! You can re-record on the second track 
repeatedly without affecting the material on the first (or master) 
track in any way. Imagine playing a duet with yourself! 

See your V -M Dealer for a thrilling demonstration of "Add-A- 
Track"-a new development that offers limitless opportunities for 
more interesting and helpful recording in business, school or home. 
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VM/"Add-A-Track" 'tapeomatic'k 4 -Track 
Stereo -Play Tape Recorder: Records and plays - 
back up to four hours monophonically on four 
tracks. Plays recorded stereophonic tapes. High - 
Fidelity Speaker System. Simple Push -Button Con- 
trols. Complete simplicity of operation $225.00' 

V-M/Stereo Voice Auxiliary Amplifier -Speaker - 
Model 166. Completes the stereo system $75.00' 

of Musíc° 
'5:13htly Higher West 

V -M CORPORATION, BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN World Famous for the Finest in Tape Recorders, Phonographs, and Record Changers 
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NEW TAPES *-Fair **-Good ***-Very Good ****-Excellent 

CLASSICAL 
Reviewed by Robert E. Benson 

STRAVINSKY SAL el, 
PETPUSH0t I 

1F 

I Music **** is,w' 
t 

., 5L' Performance ** 
J Fidelity *** 

\91 Stereo Effect **** 
STRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du Printemps ("The 

Rite of Spring") Petrushka 
Suisse Romande Orchestra, Ernest Ansermet, 

cond. 
LONDON LCK 80006 
4 track, 71/2 ips 
$12.95....68 mins. 

Ansermet's interpretation and mastery of 
these important scores is recognized and re- 
spected. Here are both in stereo on one 
tape, each uninterrupted. The stereodiscs 
were so good technically one cannot notice 
very much difference between them and the 
present tape except possibly for slightly 
more clarity in the high frequencies and 
somewhat lower distortion in loud passages. 

There seems to be a greater stereo effect as 

well. as a result of the complete channel 
separation tape makes possible. 

As to the performances, I am in the mi- 
nority, for 1 do not agree with Ansermet's 
approach to the music, nor do I like the 
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Trumpet by SATCH-natch 
-as DANNY KAYE takes 
The Five Pennies to new 
highs on Stereo Tape for 

bel canto! 
.,t r j At your dealer's.,. on 2 - 

track or 4 -track reel-to- 
reel or new tape cartridges. 
Write us for free Catalog 
Z of over 100 Bel Canto 
releases. 

Bel Canto Stereophonic Recordings 
a subsidiary of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. 

1977.1985 McAllister Avenue 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 

orchestral sound. To me the timbre of the 
Suisse Romande Orchestra is far too light 
for a score such as Le Sacre du Printemps, 
and such an orchestra cannot convey the 
barbaric elements of the score. The same 
was true with the RCA two -track tape with 
the Paris Conservatory Orchestra conducted 
by Pierre Monteux. It is very strange in- 
deed to listen to a passage calling for eight 
French horns and hear what sounds like 
saxophones instead. Petrushka is more suc- 

cessful, but that too would benefit from more 
body in the orchestral tone. Regardless, I 

am in the minority, and here are two highly 
successful London recordings available via 
the perfection of stereo tape costing very 
little more than the stereo discs. 

C 
,'N7111 1.al Music *** 

Performance *** 
Fidelity *** 
Stereo Effect * * * 

TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake Ballet 
Suisse Romande Orchestra conducted by 

Ernest Ansermet 
LONDON LCK 80028 
4 track, 71/2 ips 
$11.95....83 mins. 

Ansermet's highly rated two -disc record- 
ing of the Swan Lake is now conveniently 
available on one seven-inch reel of tape. 
with all of the natural advantages of tape 
over disc. This tape will provide almost 
an hour and a half of some of Tchaikovsky's 
finest and most accessible music, and Lon- 
don's crystal clear recording is superb. The 
Suisse Romande Orchestra gives a perform- 
ance far better than most actual ballet per- 
formances, although there are moments of 
uncertainty in some of the playing. The 
lightness of the orchestral sound results in 
the loss of some of the power of Tchaikov- 
sky's score. 

This is not a complete recording of the 
ballet as the label states, as there are quite 
a few cuts. The only complete recording is 
Dorati's on Mercury, not available on stereo. 
It is unfortunate that London did not change 
their program notes to comply with the 
tape rather than the disc version. What 
use is there to refer to record sides and 
bands on a tape? 

r 
' Music **** 

Performance *** 
ri/illy^ 

Fidelity *** 
Stereo Effect *** 

BRAHMS Symphony No. 3 in F Major, Op. 90 

Houston Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Leopold Stokowski 

EVEREST T-43030 
4 track, 71/2 ips 
$7.95....37 mins. 

Purists will object to Srokowski's highly 
mannered interpretation of this Symphony. 

and rightfully so, for probably never be- 
fore have so many liberties been taken in 
a recording of this familiar staple of the 
symphonic repertory. This is the only four - 
track tape of this work, but doubtless other 
more standard performances will follow 
soon. Stokowski's rather flamboyant ideas 

are valid in their own way and result in a 

Brahms Third short on power but long on 
expressiveness, with a sensuous quality 
probably never dreamed of by the composer. 

The Houston Symphony admirably fol- 
lows Stokowski's eccentricities, and the sound 
is fine, although more distantly miked than 
the sound usually associated with Everest. 
The tape has a minimum of hiss, and is a 

delight son ically. There is absolutely no 
trace of cross -talk between the channels. 

Music **** 
i Performance ** 

/IVL'. . Fidelity ** 
. Stereo Effect *** . 1rt 7 f 

RAVEL Daphnis and Chloe 
London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus of 

the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden 
conducted by Pierre Monteux 

LONDON LCL 80034 
4 track, 71/2 ips 
$7.95....52 mins. 

Daphnis and Chloe, a ballet in one act, 
was commissioned by Sergei Diaghileff, and 
the first performance was June 8, 1912 at 
the Theatre du Chatelet in Paris, with 
Nijinsky as Daphnis and Karsavina as Chloe. 
The ballet is best known to most listeners 
from th, two suites drawn from it, par- 
ticularly the Suite No. 2. The score abounds 
in subtle orchestral effects, and is an ideal 
stereo showpiece. 

I had looked forward to this tape with 
great anticipation, and find it to be gen- 
erally convincing, but not all that it should 
be. Pierre Monteux has had unfortunate 
luck in some of his recordings; for example, 
the three great Stravinsky ballets-Firebird, 
Petrushka and Le Sacre du Printemps- 
which he recorded several years ago for Vic- 
tor with the Paris Conservatory Orchestra. 
In these three recordings Monteux's inten- 
tions were thwarted by an inferior orches- 
tra. When recording companies have a mas- 
ter conductor such as Monteux, why don't 
they give them the best orchestra they have 
under contract? The London Symphony 
Orchestra sounds thin here, particularly the 
woodwind and brass. The low bass seems 

excessively ponderous and out of propor- 
tion, and the sound is more distantly miked 
than most London recordings. RCA has a 

33/4 ips tape cartridge with the Munch - 
Boston Symphony performance of some 
years back. I haven't heard the tape ver- 
sion, but recall from the disc that the per- 
formance was a good one, with very ade- 
quate sound. Perhaps RCA will issue it on 
a 71/2 ips four -track tape with the better 
sound and freedom from tape hiss the 
faster speed permits. 
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Music *** 
Performance *** 
Fidelity **** 
Stereo Effect *** 

HAVE ORGAN WILL TRAVEL 

Granada, Far Away Places, Istanbul, I Love 
Paris, A Foggy Day, April in Paris, Funiculi 
Funicula, Londonderry Air, By the River 
Sainte Marie, Sabre Dance, Eastern Ro- 

mance, Under Paris Skies, Veradero, Ger- 
man Medley 

George Wright 
HIFITAPE R 721 

$7.95....40 mins. 

Mr. Wright again takes us on a world 
cruise via his selections and interpretations 
on this tape. The tunes are all remindful 
of other lands. 

This versatile entertainer and the mighty 
Wurlitzer organ make a grand combination 
indeed. Mr. Wright has a way of adding 
his own unusual touches to a melody to give 
it more realism. 

I do not like this tape as well as some 
earlier George Wright releases, but it is 
nevertheless most pleasing to hear. 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to 
say a tape has poor fidelity, since there just 
aren't any tapes that reproduce badly what 
with the excellent equipment and tape now 
available. This one is no exception and the 
fidelity rates high. 
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Music *** 
Performance *** 
Fidelity **** 
Stereo Effect **** 

TARGET FOR TONITE 
Moon Over Miami, When You Wish Upon 
A Star, Moonlight Becomes You, Stareyes, 
Moonlight and Roses, Stairway to the 
Stars, Orchids in the Moonlight, Stardust, 
Moonlight in Vermont, Stars Fell on Ala- 
bama, How High the Moon, Count Every 
Star 

The Starlight Music Orchestra 
LIVINGSTON 4T-7 

$7.95....30 mins. 

Hand me the black strap molasses tonic, 
Spring has taken hold. 

Sm00000th, dreamy, mellow melodies, 
elegantly arranged and performed. Grand 
to dance to with your special someone in 
your arms. 

Not fancy, no frills, just pure silken music 
gliding through a moonlit night. No use 
confusing things with gilt-edged adjectives. 
Romance is the theme. The strings in this 
orchestra are delightful, the whole orchestra 
is delightful, the songs are delightful, the 
release is delightful. 

Big auditorium sound, far reaching music 
that can hold you spellbound on this tape. 
Flawless fidelity. 

Music *** 
1 

Performance *** 
1 

t I p Fidelity **** 
Ii 

iiiiIL5-.j 
Stereo Effect **** 

THE CATS IN STEREO 

Twelfth Street Rag, All Of Me, Sentimental 
Silly, I Love You, You Made Me Love You, 

Did I Remember, Bye Bye Blues, Heart Of 
My Heart, Swingin' Down The Lane, Diane, 
What A Diff'rence A Day Made, Jealous 
Jerry Mured's Harmonicats 

MERCURY STA 60028 

4 track, 71/2 ips 

$6.95....28 mins. 

There is always that certain something 
about groups such as this which gives them 
a charm which in many cases is more en- 
trancing than a full orchestra. 

While the harmonica is very small in 
size, it is very big in sound. There is a 
variety of tone and color present that other 
instruments just cannot produce. 

Now with stereo we are able to catch 
even more of this enticing sound. 

This tape is mighty nice listening for any 
harmonica fan, and for any who may be 
prospective converts. 

Excellent fidelity and engineering all the 
way. 

r wowM 
Music *** 
Performance **** 
Fidelity **** 
Stereo Effect **** 

SONGS OF BATTLE 

Comin' In on a Wing and a Prayer, Wait 
Till the Sun Shines, Nellie, Lili Marlene, 
Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition, 
Yankee Doodle, Chester, Liberty Song, 

Taps, My Buddy, It's a Long, Long Way to 
Tipperary, Pack Up Your Troubles in Your 
Old Kit Bag, Over There, Reveille, You're 
in the Army Now, Mademoiselle from 
Armentieres, U. S. Air Force, The Caissons 
Go Rolling Along, The Marine's Hymn, 
Anchors Aweigh, Dixie, Tenting on the Old 
Camp Ground, Battle Hymn of the Re- 

public, When Johnny Comes Marching 
Home, I've Got Sixpence 

The Ralph hunter Choir; with orchestra ar- 
ranged and conducted by Sid Bass 

RCA KPS-3067 
4 track, 33/4 ips, cartridge 
$5.95....32 mins. 

If you don't feel extra American after 
listening to this tape, you should have your 
blood tested for color. Rousing, stirring, 
high spirited service songs. 

The marching feet and bugler's Taps on 
this release are real, the sounds having been 
recorded at Fort Monmouth, N. J. 

The range of songs covers the Revolution 
to present day service themes. 

Boistrous, strong male voices superbly 
blended, backed by the equally superb or- 
chestra of Sid Bass. 

Faultless stereo and fidelity. 
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Magna -Cine, world leaders in pre- 

recorded tape, justifies its leadership 

by offering you now the best on tapes 

at the price of most stereo LP records, 

$5.98. Absolute tonal clarity over the 

entire audio spectrum guarantees a truly 

file sound. All Magna -Cine tapes have 

ultra dimensional response . . . and 

you can hear it. 

II MAGNA -CINE INTERNATIONAL 

3619 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Send for free catalogue 
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Send for free catalogue 
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111,... .,,. 
Musk *** 

jj1ry 1 ¡ il' Performance *** 
!., r t_1 3 Fidelity **** 

n Stereo Effect **** 
£444 nipeS 
THE FIVE PENNIES 

Main Title, The Five Pennies, After You've 
Gone, Bill Bailey, Won't You Please Come 
Home, Back Home in Indiana, Good Night, 
Sleep Tight, Lullaby in Ragtime, Battle 
Hymn of the Republic, The Five Pennies 
Saints, Good Night, Sleep Tight Medley, 
Just the Blues, Carnival of Venice, The 
Music Goes 'Round and 'Round, Wail of 
the Winds, Jingle Bells, The Five Pennies 
Finale & Battle Hymn of the Republic 
Finale 

Danny Kaye, Louis Armstrong, original sound 
track 

BEL CANTO (DOT) ST/68 

4 track, 71/2 ips 

$7.95. ..30 mins. 

Original sound track performances from 
the motion picture, which depicted the dra- 
matic life story of a jazz great, "Red" 
Nichols. 

I've listened to too many folks speak of 
the classics which "stir" them. Now I don't 
have the slightest doubt that music can "stir" 
emotions and feelings greatly. Since re- 
viewing these pure sounding tapes which 
approach excellence in musical reproduction 
to an extent never before dreamed of, I have 
on many occasions become a part of the 
music. It is, however, my contention that 
jazz is even more stirring than classics. It 
produces a much greater psychological re- 
action than most classics. With jazz, the 
music you hear doesn't appear as if in the 
background, but is rather the prominent 
factor. 

On the duets with Danny and Louis, I 
note that Danny is lost compared to Louis. 
Sounds as if the "jazz master" was hugging 
the mike. 

Otherwise, the horn blasts cut through 
the air like a razor. Sharp and clear. 

'Music 

e ' Performance 

Fidelity 

;Stereo Effect **** 
4444_ ' 
CONTINENTAL JAZZ 

Volare, Petite Fleur, White On White, 
St. Germain 

Alouetie, Moritat, Petit Fantasy, 
La Violetera 

Les Cinq Modernes 
BEL CANTO ST -73 
$6.95....30 mins. 

Don't know the exact reason, but this 
tape doesn't move me at all. Perhaps its the 
easy, steady beat in the background that 
grows tiresome after a bit. Some of you 
will disagree I am sure and will want this 
one. 

The music is a moody type jazz and the 
selections give it a more European flavor 
than American. This is definitely not the 
same type jazz I refer to in The Five Pennies 
review. I can picture these six musicians 
in a cafe, languidly playing to a drowsy 
audience in a smoke filled room. 

Stereo effect on this tape is, however, ex- 
ceptionally evident. There is an evenly bal- 
anced flow of music. Nothing is strictly 
directional, but is rather just intricately 
woven into one continuous network of 
sound. 

FOLK 

Music *** 
Performance *** 
Fidelity **** 
Stereo Effect *** 

LEON BIBB SINGS FOLK SONGS 
Sinner Man, Rocks and Gravel, Red Rosy 
Bush, East Virginia, Poor Lolette, Dink's 
Blues, Turtle Dove, Jerry, Look Over 
Yonder, Take This Hammer, Darlin', Skillet, 
Irene 

Leon Bibb with chorus and orchestra, Milt 
Okun, conductor 

STEREOPHONIC MUSIC SOCIETY CI 
4 track, 33/4 ips, cartridge 
$6.95....40 mins. 

Every song Leon Bibb sings, he first must - 
believe in and feel. His feeling is expressed 
in his voice intonation and inflections. 

The arranging and interpretation on the 
selections is quite different from the usual 
straight run of folk songs, with the guitar 
and chorus adding just the right touches 
at just the right time. 

A fine addition to any folk song collec- 
tion. 

We can find no fault with the fidelity 
here. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MONOPAI - 
3ieJI agifkr Music 

Performance 

Fidelity ** 
Stereo Effect ** 

SMASH FLOPS 

Congratulations, Tom Dewey, I Wish I Was 
In Chicago, We're Depending On You, 
General Custer, When The Hindenburg 
Lands Today, The Confederate Victory 
Song, There'll Always Be Forty -Eight States 
in the U.S.A., When Amelia Earhart Flies 
Home, Little Rock, That All-American 
Town, Good Job, Well Done, Neville 
Chamberlain, Sleepy Cape Canaveral 
Moon, Columbus, You Big Bag of Steam. 
Bon Voyage Titanic 

As sung by The Characters 
OMEGATAPE MT -8I I 

4 track, 71/2 ips 

$4.95....20 mins. 
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This tape is what you might expect from 
the title and the performers listed. Satirical, 
tearful humor. 

All selections are beamed to what might 
have been. 

Certainly this tape is not for singing, 
dancing, or background-just for listening. 

It appears to me, and I'm not being a 

prude, that some of the joshing on this re- 
lease is not at all funny. 

The four singers are backed by a rinky- 
tink piano and drums. While the Char- 
acters apparently earn their keep through 
sadistic humor, I personally would like to 
hear them do some serious harmony singing. 
They have a barbershop -quartet ring. 

We note the "sssss" hiss terribly on most 
of the tunes. I believe the fellows could 
have been back some from the mikes for less 
sibilance noise. 

Fidelity and engineering is fine otherwise. 

NEW TAPES RECEIVED 
REEL TO REEL 
Bel Canto, Edmond De Luca's Conquerors 

of the Ages, The London Philharmonic 
Orchestra and Chorus conducted by 
Reinhard Linz, ST -94, 4 track, 71/2 ips 

Bel Canto, Gaite Parisienne - Offenbach, 
P. Montiel conducts Le Ballet Francais 
Orchestre, ST -74, 4 track, 71/2 ips 

Bel Canto, Pictures At An Exhibition, 
Moussorgsky-Ravel, The Nord Deutsches 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Wil- 
helm Schuechter, ST -83, 4 track, 71/2 ips 

London, Mantovani Film Encores, Mantovani 
and his orchestra, LPK 70003, 4 track, 
71/2 ips 

MGM, David Rose Plays David Rose, STC- 
3748, 4 track, 71/2 ips 

MGM, Get Those Elephants Out'a Here, The 
Mitchells-Red, Whitey and Blue with 
guest artist, Andre Previn, STC-1012, 
4 track, 71/2 ips 

CARTRIDGES 
SMS, Selections from Redhead, Hill Bowen 

and His Orchestra; chorus under the di- 
rection of Mike Sammes, C-22, 4 track, 
3-3/4 ips 

RCA, Brigadoon, My Fair Lady, Robert 
Merrill, Jane Powell, Jan Peerce, Phil 
Harris, RCA Orchestra, KPS-4011, 4 
track, 3-3/4 ips 

FOR SUPERB 
SOUNDS BUY 

MAGNA CINE 
TAPES $5.98 
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take 
the controls- 

see why everything 
a tape recorder sl-ould do. 

the new 

FUER 
Stereo Record III 

does best! 

From the moment you hear its incomparable high fidelity performance-from the 
instant you realize the wide range of capabilities the versatile controls put at your 
command-you know that the Uher Stereo Record III is an exciting new experience 
in stereo tape recording. 
Here's what the Stereo Record III does ... and why it does it best! 
High Fidelity Performance, Unsurpassed-Broad 40 to 20,000 cps frequency re- 
sponse; negligible wow and flutter 0.1%; high -55 db signal-to-noise ratio and con- 
stant speed hysteresis -synchronous motor assure the highest possible performance 
standards. 
Versatility, Unlimited-Sound-on-sound! Play back on one track, record on the other 
-simultaneously. It plays either 2 or 4 -track pre-recorded tape, 4 -tracks of 1/2 mil 
tape, on a 7 -inch reel, played at I% ips provide more than 17 hours of play. The 
optional AKUSTOMAT automatically operates the tape transport only when voice or 
program material reaches the microphone. The Stereo Record Ill is adaptable for 
synchronizing -automatic slide projectors. 
Flexibility, Unequalled - Fool -proof and jam -proof controls provide individual 
adjustments of each channel: volume, tone, fade-in and fade-out, channel and 
speaker selection. Fingertip control of pause, stop, rewind, fast rewind, forward, fast 
forward, speed selections of 71/2 , 33/4 , or 1% ips, and a recording safety lock. Has an 
accurate digital cueing meter. 
Monitoring facilities, plus dual recording level indicators, simplify making stereo or 
mono recordings. High and low impedance inputs accommodate any type of program 
source. Outputs for external speakers and for direct connection to external high 
fidelity amplifiers are provided. Truly portable-weighs only 33 pounds. Complete 
with 2 Dynamic High Impedance Microphones, Amplifiers, Speakers and Carrying 
Case. $399:50 
FAMOUS UHER UNIVERSAL - High fidelity perform- 
ance-a most remarkable dictating/playback instru- 
ment -3 speeds from 15/16 ips-voice activated- 
automatic continuous playback. With Remote Control 
Microphone, Carrying Case, Reel, Dust Cover. 

$299.95 plus f.e.t. 
Your dealer invites you to take the controls of the exciting Uher Stereo Record III. 

For further details write: Dept.TR-b, WARREN J. WEISS ASSOCIATES 
Sole U. S. Agents, 346 West 44th Street, New York 36, New York 
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CROSSTALK 

from the Editors 

WE WERE QUITE interested in the comments concerning American tape ways made by a 
recent visitor to our shores, Mr. Ralph Gough, Managing Director of Fi -Cord, 
Ltd., as reported in our British contemporary, Tape Recording and Hi -Fi 
Magazine. 

* * * * * T ,- * * * * * 

ONE OF HIS observations was that despite a substantial start in tape recording 
development by America after the war, the general impression is that the 
creative side of recording has made less impact on the public mind here than 
in England. Most Americans are prone to regard the recorder as another form 
of music reproducer. 

x * * * * * * * * * * * 

WE FEEL that Mr. Gough is right and more is the pity. There is no reason why the 
tape recorder cannot be used in the same creative sense as the camera. England 
abounds with tape clubs. Not the kind where voicespondence is carried on by 
mail between members but honest to goodness clubs where the members meet 
face to face. 

* * * * * * ,,: * * * * * 

REGULAR MEETINGS ARE HELD at which times the clubs are addressed by outside experts, 
or one of their own members, on various phases of the tape recording art. 
Contests are held for the best tapes and equipment is brought in and demon- 
strated. Tape and movie synchronization is covered. Service committees in 
some clubs make tapes for use in hospitals, etc. Auctions of no longer needed 
equipment are held . . . . the list of activities is large. 

* * * * * . T * * * * * 

OVER THERE it is the feeling that the recorder should be used to create unusual 
and/or beautiful tapes, just as a photographer uses his camera to create a 
beautiful photograph. Such works are encouraged by competitions within the 
clubs and in interclub and international competition. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

NATURALLY OUR British cousins also use the machines for recording off the air, for 
family fun, for business and for playing music in the home, as we do. But 
they have gone beyond us by pushing the creative side of tape recording which 
most certainly adds to the pleasure of owning a recorder. 

* * * * * * ; * M * * * 

IN FACT it more than merely adds to the pleasure of owning a recorder, it provides 
a means of self-expression and for the exercise of the creative instinct to 
those who would like to work in the field of sound as a medium of expression. 
This can be as equally rewarding as painting, photography, dramatics or any 
form of art. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

BUT ANY ART form that is to succeed and grow must not only have its devotees but 
a wider audience as well. Paintings may be seen on the walls of art museums, 
photographs in photographic salons and at camera clubs, drama in the theater 
but the tape recorder has a potential audience far beyond any of these if 
some way can be found to reach it-and there is a way. We refer to the 
nation's broadcast stations whose sole product is sound. What more logical 
means of using the airwaves, what better way to bring a new art form to public 
notice and appreciation? 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

IF THIS can be brought to reality, the hobby of tape recording could become more 
meaningful and talents uncovered that now have no way of becoming known. We're 
thinking about it hard . . . any suggestions? 
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TAPE CHUB NEWS 

Teen VS-ers 

The Teen VS-ers section of The Voice- 
spondence Club is getting underway for 
the season under the guidance of 17 -year - 
old Jeanne Hahn of Chicago. Jeanne is 
getting in touch with all known teen-age 
members of the Club and is calling for 
participation by the teen children of older 
members. A full program of taping and a 

nice column of special news in the Club's 
magazine will he included in the coming 
year's activities. 

Tarver Memorial Fund 

As a special service to its blind mem- 
bers The Voicespondence Club operates 
the Tarver Memorial Fund consisting of 
voluntary contributions used to assist handi- 
capped persons to participate more active- 
ly in recording. During the past three 
months the Tarver Fund has sold to blind 
members of the Club 124 reels of 1 -mil 
mylar base tape at prices less than cost in 
order to help them make greater use of their 
ecorders. 

JOIN A CLUB 

AMERICAN TAPE EXCHANGE 
Stuart Crowner, Secretary 

181 E. Main St. 
Gouverneur, N. Y. 

BILINGUAL RECORDING CLUB OF CANADA 
Rene Fontaine, Secretary 

1657 Gilford St. 
Montreal 34, P. Que. Canada 

CATHOLIC TAPE RECORDERS OF AMERICA. 
INTERNATIONAL 

Jerome W. Ciarrocchi, Secretary 
26 South Mount Vernon Avenue 

Uniontown, Pennsylvania 

CLUB DU RUBAN SONORE 
J. A. Freddy Masson, Secretary 
Grosse Ile, Cte, Montmagni, 

P. Que., Canada 

ORGAN MUSIC ENTHUSIASTS 
Carl Williams, Secretary 

152 Clisbe Avenue 
Amsterdam, New York 

TAPE RESPONDENTS 
INTERNATIONAL 

Jim Greene, Secretary 
P. O. Box 416, Dept. T, St. Louis 66, Mo. 

THE VOICESPONDENCE CLUB 
Charles Owen, Secretary 

Noel, Virginia 

WORLD TAPE PALS, Inc. 
Marjorie Matthews, Secretary 

P. O. Box 9211, Dallas 15, Texas 

FOREIGN 

AUSTRALIAN TAPE RECORDISTS 
ASSOC. 

John F. Wal.en, Hon. Secretary 
Box 970. H., GPO. Adelaide, South Australlie 

TAPE RECORDER CLUB 
A. Alexander, Secretary 
123 Sutton Common Rd. 
Sutton, Surrey, England 

THE NEW ZEALAND 
TAPE RECORDING CLUB 

Murray J. Spiers, Hon. Secretary 
39 Ponsonby Road 

Auckland, W.I., New Zealand 

Please enclose self addressed, stamped 
nvelope when writing to the clubs. 

ATE Plays Cupid 

Katherine LaMay joined the American 
Tape Exchange club in 1958 and was of- 
ficially welcomed by Larry Duhamel, Chair- 
man of the club's Welcoming Committee. 
After Kay answered Larry's tape, he began 
thinking she might be interested in con- 
tacting an unmarried friend of his, Phil 
Lamport of Stoneham, Mass. They started 
exchanging tapes and soon became good 
friends. Eventually Phil visited Kay in 
Rochester, New York where she lived, they 
became even better friends and eventually 
became engaged. The happy couple are 
now man and wife. The wedding ceremony 
was recorded-natch. 

Member Offers Services 

Club du Ruban Sonore member, Paul 
Beuve, has offered his services to all mem- 
bers who wish to visit France. He will be 
happy to send all the information about 
rates for best hotels, transportation, reserva- 
tions, etc. for a wonderful stay in France. 
Paul may be contacted at 1 et 3 rue Dago- 
bert, Saint Lo (Manche), France. 

Ladies Welcome 

The Australian Tape Recordists Associa- 
tion has noted a sudden influx of lady 
members which is most pleasing. A special 
Ladies Section is now being considered. 
American ladies, regardless of age, are 
cordially invited to join. 

New B.R.C. of Canada Officer 

Mr. Maurice Roussel, President of the 
Bilingual Recording Club of Canada, an- 
nounces the appointment of Mr. Yvon 
Beauchesne as Assistant -Secretary and Pub- 
licist, due to the ever-increasing number 
of members. 

The B.R.C. of Canada will hold its gen- 
eral annual meeting in Montreal, Que., 
during the month of May for the purpose of 
electing new officers and making necessary 
changes to the Constitution in order to 
meet the needs of members. 

WTP Gets Seeing -Eye Dog 

The far reaching effects of tape friend- 
ships are responsible for the acquisition 
of a seeing -eye dog by WTP Frank Merry- 
man of Hearne, Texas. Frank's tape pal, 
Bob Brunson, WTE Library director, Okla- 
homa City, passed on to a California 
friend, also blind, the information that 
Frank could use a seeing -eye dog. The 
friend placed Frank's name on the wait- 
ing list of a San Francisco institution for 
the training and placement of these won- 
derful dogs even before he notified Frank. 
In February, Frank received word that he 
should come to California to train for 
a month with his dog. 

On March 5. Frank's fellow townsman 
and musician Bob Freeman drove him to 
the Dallas home of their tape pal, Grover 
C. Godwin, 1562 E. Woodin, where a 

small group of local WTP's met and spent 
an enjoyable evening. Frank boarded a 

plane for California the next morning. 
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SERIES 6 
STEREO 

TAPE 

\`\DE 
CK - 

3 SPEED 
4 TRACK 

THE ULTIMATE IN 

ABSOLUTE FIDELITY 

Breath -taking perfection encased 
in a unique, modern styled 
cabinet. For incorporation into 
your present Hi -Fi system. 
Among the many outstanding 
features you will find: 

*3 separate heads for erase, 
record, playback. 

*Push button control. 
*High and low level input. 
*Sound -on -Sound simultaneous 

record and playback. 
*Wide range of 

frequency response. 
*Pause control. ""- 
*Dual pulsating 

fl Electronic eyes. 
*4 -Track Stereo 

and Monaural 
Record 

SEE .AND HEAR .. . 

FOR YOURSELF! 

. 

ee^^dII'rJ 
07 AMERICA. INC 

e 77IIRD AVENUE. /CLNGM, N.Y. 
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RECORD & PLAY 

WHILE AWAY... 
WITH 

POWER 
CONVERTERS 

PROVIDE HOME ELECTRICITY 
FROM THE STORAGE BATTERY 

Now you can record or play your tapes any- 
where ... in car, boat or plane. Terado 
Converters change the 6 or 12 volt battery 
current to 110 volt, 60 cycle A.C., making 
your recorder and other electronic equip- 
ment truly portable. Models from 35 to 200 

watts, all filtered for radios and tape re- 
corders. List prices start at $23.95. 

See Your Electronics Parts Dealer, or Write: 

COMPANY 
ST. PAUL 8, MINNESOTA 

1063 RAYMOND AVE. 

In Canada: ATLAS RADIO CORPORATION LTD., Toronto 

FOR SUPERB 
SOUNDS BUY 

MAGNA CINE 
TAPES $5.98 

'EVERYBODY. CHA CH'M ' 

FRED 
ASTAIRE 
DANCE STUDIO 
ORCHESTRA 'u 
S42 -C 

f 
l,+ INSTRUCTION 

FREE 

BOOKLET 1-' 
4 TRACK or 

2 TRACK 7.5 fps 

SMS STEREOPHONIC TAPE 
303 GRAND AVE.,, PALISADES PARKS N. J., 

o HI-FI SOUND EFFECTS 
Newest sounds - airplanes - DCB - 
Electra prop-jet-Boeing 707-Air Force 
F-104 Starfighter - Regulus X - missile 

launching - carrier sounds - also autos - music - 
trains-household-industry. More than 13 classifi- 
cations; over 1500 real -life sound effects. See your 
dealer or send 25c for 2 catalogs containing more 
than 250 record listings. 

MP -TV SERVICES, 1000-K Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 

TAPE IN EDUCATION Robert C. Snyder 

LAST month we outlined a possible ap- 
proach to teaching something about 

poetry and related song forms to elementary 
school students through the use of a tape 
recorded presentation. 

Let us stay with our class in poetry and 
continue from where we left off last month. 
Our students have heard our poem told 
correctly. They have heard it done wrong 
in two different ways by other children 
and have been able to hear why the bad 
renditions were "bad." 

Beyond this they have seen that the 
poem form is not only an end in itself 
but is also part of something more that 
goes on into the stories, plays, and songs 
which make up a part not only of child- 
hood but also the intangible thing that is 

life itself. 
In our first poetry lesson we left our 

students with a definite incentive to go 
home and learn the poem. They have been 
told that those who learn it can record and 
hear their own voices and this they will 
want to do. So now they come back to 
class next day, having learned some of 
the poem. How do we now use the tape re- 
corder to further the instruction? 

In a large class, with a poem of any 
substantial length, it is unreasonable to 
expect that we will be able to take enough 
time to record all the students all the way 
through the poem. Even if we could, it 
would certainly become boring to most 
of the class before we had recorded and 
played back all the recitations. So we must 
pick and choose, and we must do so in such 
a way that the learning objective is fur- 
thered. 

First, next day let us have an audition. 
Refrain from picking your best reciter to 
do the first recording. You know your 
students well enough to know who will 
be best, who will do least well with poetry, 
and who will be in the middle group. 
From the middle group let the dass listen 
to three or four and pick out the one they 
want to record first. 

Record only about two stanzas. This is 
ample to capture the rhythm and flow of 
the student's recitation, and enough to es- 
tablish his errors. And there should be 
errors in the first recordings. It is from 
hearing the errors of others and identifying 
these errors with their own faults that the 
other students will learn. 

Now, with a couple of stanzas recorded, 
play back the tape. On the first playback, 
almost none of the students will be listen- 
ing to the poem. They will be listening 
to the marvel of the recorded voice. The 
student who recorded probably will not 
recognize his own voice if he has never 
recorded before. You must allow for this 
initial fascination by playing the short 
selection back at least once just to hear it, 
then again for the purpose of commenting 
constructively on the rendition. 

After the second or third playing, have 
a brief lass discussion of what was good 
and what was bad in the first rendition. On 
the blackboard, have two columns, one 
for the good things, the other for the 

faults, and write down the key good and 
bad points. 

After the brief discussion, listen again 
to the short section so all may evaluate 
the recording in light of the discussion. 

Then, without further comment on the 
first recording, ask for volunteers to try to 
improve on the first one. Again, record 
only the short section, or perhaps, only 
a part of the short section. Again, after 
recording, play the second recording 
through at least twice, once just to listen 
to and a second or third time for con- 
structive comment. 

When the class has developed a rather 
good understanding of the principles in- 
volved in the telling of the poem, and the 
first two or three stanzas have been worked 
over three or four times, move on to the 
next logical section of the poem, and re- 
peat in the same fashion. 

Let the class carry as much of the re- 
sponsibility for the constructive com- 
mentary as possible, for in thinking and 
discussing comes learning and comprehen- 
sion. If you do all or most of the cor- 
rection they need only hear, not think. 
And the students are likely to be only 
waiting for you to stop talking so they 
can record their voices and hear themselves. 

By moving from the students of middle 
ability to those of better performance sev- 
eral times with successive short sections 
you will have accomplished a fairly good 
grasp of the principles and perhaps even 
the practices of poem telling on the part 
of the middle and upper ability students 
in you? class. 

But what about the students of lower 
ability in this particular area? 

If they are permitted to record with 
substantial faults won't the class com- 
ments sound more like derogatory fault 
finding rather than constructive criticism? 
How can we overcome this? 

Suppose we now divide the class into 
smaller groups and take the three, four, 
five, or so of the students with poorer per- 
formance in the poetry area into a separate 
group. Let one of these students record 
one stanza or perhaps a bit more. Play 
it back two or three times for listening 
and silent evaluation by the small group, 
without any comment. Then either you, 
or one member of the group should pick 
out the one worst thing in the presenta- 
tion. Help the student who recited over- 
come this one trouble by practicing brief- 
ly without recording. When the student 
shows clear signs of improving, let him 
record the same short section again, even 
two or three times if necessary, until he 
can see the improvement. Let the student 
move to some measure of SUCCESS, and 
then move on to the next student and take 
the next logical section of the poem for 
him to work on. 

You may not create great poets or tellers 
of tales out of these students with relative- 
ly less ability in this area, but you can at 
least give them a taste of success, and this 
may be more important to those students 
than all the poetry ever written. 
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New PRODUCTS 

DUAL -CHANNEL SPECIALIST 

Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCormic 
Road, Chicago 45, III., has introduced the 
Specialist 786 -AV -1 tape recorder which is 
dual -channel and permits you to make sepa- 
rate recordings on each channel of a stand- 
ard dual -track magnetic tape. Both channels 
can then be listened to either separately or 
simultaneously. Has a stereophonic half- 
track record/playback head, and a dual half- 
track erase head. Frequency response is 70 
to 7000 cps plus or minus 4 db at 711/2 

ips; it has two 53/4 inch speakers, 5 push- 
button controls, twin volume controls, 
speeds of 71/2 and 33/4 ips, and a pause 
lever. Accessories are available. For price 
and additional information, write to manu- 
facturer. 

NEW REEVES TAPE 

' MAGNETIC TAPE 

SOUNDCRAFT 

SOUNDCRAFT 

SOU 

ÑDCRÁFT 

P,ig_;)0HDCRAFT "-- tiNDCRAFT 

SOUNDCRAFI 

SDÚNDCR-AFT 

Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Great Pasture 
Road, Danbury, Conn., is now marketing 
a new tape which contains an exclusive 
oxide formulation called FA -4, which stands 
for a new Frequency Adjusted oxide. The 
increased efficiency of this new oxide offers 
improved efficiency with new equipment 
and improves reproduction qualities of older 

k- recording equipment. All Soundcraft mag- 
netic tapes will contain FA -4 with no ad- 
ditional cost for each reel of Mylar and 
acetate tapes. At the same time, Soundcraft 
has introduced its new packaging shown 
above. For prices, contact Reeves. 

IF YOU MOVE 
Please notify us immediately so you will not 
miss an issue. 

TAPE RECORDING 
Severna Park, Md. 

TIME TO 
CLEAN UP YOUR 
SYSTEM ... /Vore/co®i-7 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
with voice coil magnets of 
Ticonal-7 steel (30% more 
efficient* than Alnico V) 

e... 30% more efficient 
response to the full signal range 
of your amplifier ... WHETHER 
ITS RATED OUTPUT is 
10 WATTS or a HUNDRED ... 
at any listening level from a 
whisper to a shout! 

Guild -crafted by Philips of the 
Netherlands to give you 

THE CLEANEST 
SOUND AROUND 
Ask for a demonstration wherever 
good sound is sold or write to: 

NORTH 
AMERICAN 
PHILIPS 
CO., INC. 
High Fidelity Products Division, 
230 Duffy Avenue, 
Hicksville, L. I., N.Y. 

WORLD FAMOUS 
MOHAWK MIDGETAPE PROFESSIONAL 500 

IBC 
BROADCAST QUALITY 

POCKET TAPE RECORDER 

W c 
Used by NBC-CBS and numerous 

other radio and TV stations, 
for recording it the field. 

This amazing 3 lb., hi-fi, 
H American -made midget recorder 

instantly records any music, 
conversation or other sound 

and plays it right back in 
rich, broadcast quality. 

MIDGETAPE has been 
successfully used in the 

ARCTIC ... in the 
JUNGLE ... in 

OUTER SPACE .. . 

UNDER\VATER... 
EVERYWHERE 

MAN HAS GONE. 
It's rugged .. . 

it's dependable. 

. . . 

T / 0 

O 

r 
Ir 

2b 

Makes priceless sound Y 
movies. 
Take MIDGETAPE to 
operas ... concerts ... 
lectures ... and record 
from wherever you sit. 

Special built-in "VU Meter" 
for c istortion control. 

A-etomatic, cartridge -loaded 
tape 

"Science Fiction" accessories 
for secret recordings now 
available. 

Write Dept. TR 
for literature 

4<< 
TRANSISTOR" 

bL. sine s -s machines corp, 
:-944 halsey street brooklyn 33', new york manufacturers 
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BUTOBA MT4 
Not just a battery -powered 

tape recorder 

BUT ... a precision West German high-fidelity 
tape recorder powered by 8 ordinary flashlight 
batteries for 20-40 hours . .. frequency response 
50-13.000 c.p.s. on 33/4 i.p s . separate tone 
& volume controls . 5" reels. max. recording 
time -4 hours ... also operates on 110 to 260V 
AC current, 50 and 60 cycle with converter . . 

dual track & dual speed -17/8 & 33% i.p s 

public address system . . fast rewind & forward 
only 12 lbs. complete with batteries . 

9" x 12" a 6" 
5249.50 

BUTOBA DIY. TURNING CORPORATION 

OF AMERICA 

34 Pork Row New York 38, N. Y. 

DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR 
TAPE RECORDER BECAUSE 

OF HIGH NOISE LEVEL 

THE MOST COMMON CAUSE 

OF H.N.L. IS A 

MAGNETIZED HEAD 

ROBINS HD -6 

The best prescription for this is Robins 
Head Demagnetizer (HD -6) listed by U.L. 
Most manufacturers recommend demag- 
netizin, of recording heads after every 
5-10 hrs. of use. Such knowledgeable care 
of your head will eliminate the cumula- 
tive effects of starting and stonping your 
recorder, switching, transients, line noise, 
etc. Magnetized heads can ruin recordings. 
Stay clear of annoyance from background 
noise and insure hest possible performance 
by demagnetizing with Robins Head De- 
magnetizer HD -6 list $10.00. 

ROBINS NEWEST BOOKS! 
"TELEVISION TAPE RECORDING" Sty 
George B. Goodall (48 np. illus.) TE -48 
A semi -technical hook by ROBINS on 
methods and techniques in the amazing 
new field o1 Video Tape Recording. ;ust 
pub. Price $1.06. 
"HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF 
TAPE RECORDING." ('y Lee Sheridan 
(TE -128) 128 yo. illus. For the non- 
professional recordist. describes develop- 
ments in stereo. how to buy and operate 
a tape tecorder. etc. "TAPE EDITING 
AND SPLICING" (TE -2a) 21 pp. illus. 
5 

SEND SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE! 

ROBINS Industries Corp. 
Flushing 54, N, Y. 
Aft.: Miss Fore 
Please send catalog to: 
Name 
Address 
City ..-. Zone State 

I QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
Questions for this department may be sent by means of a postcard or letter. Please Address 

your queries to "Questions and Answers," TAPE RECORDING, Severna Park, Maryland, The 

most interesting and widely applicable questions will be used in this department. 

Balancing Speakers 
-In my den, which i also use as a con- 

trol room, I have a record player, tele- 
vision, radio and three tape recorders. 

Located in various parts of our home are 
twelve speakers in six cabinets, all of which 
are controlled from a Vidaire multiple 
speaker switch. The leads from this switch 
panel to the speakers are ordinary lamp 
cord. 

\'ere 1 to replace this lamp cord with 
shielded cable, would 1 obtain better re- 
sults than with lamp cord? The volume at 
the source (record player, television, radio 
or recorders) is much greater than at the 
speaker outlet, which means that in order 
to get proper volume in rooms other than 
the control room, it is too loud in the con- 
trol room.-C. C. D., Elk ridge, slid. 

A-Shielded cable is not the answer since 
the purpose of using shielded cable is 

to prevent the pickup by the wires of stray 
electrical disturbances which would add 
bum and noise. 

We would suggest that you insert a vol- 
ume control in each of the leads to your 
control room speakers so that you can turn 
them down. Reiter than a volume control 
would be a L or T pad attenuatar which 
u -ill keep the load on the amplifier con- 
stant. 

As you probably know, the more speak- 
ers you switch in, the greater will be the 
volume necessary since you will be divid- 
ing the available current between the 
number of speakers on the lines. In your 
case. the speaker in your control room 
should either be ganged with the others 
or, as we have suggested be equipped with 
its out, attenuator to get the proper vol- 
ume. 

Bad Tape 
I have owned three V -M tape record- 

ers and ant now using the new Add -A - 
Track model. When my tapes (which are 
not new ones, but have been used over a 

period of two years) reach the middle or 
three-quarter mark, they begin to squeal 
and squeak as they come off the left reel. 
This is apparent when recording and play- 
ing back. I have used the prescribed solu- 
tions on the tape and guides but to no 
avail. The only thing which seems to help 
is running the tape through once, which 
appears to alleviate a sticky condition and 
then they will play with less squeak, but 
it is not absent. I thought that perhaps the 
humidity had something to do with it but 
I find the cause is not that. I do find ex- 
cessive amounts of red oxide on the record- 
ing and playback heads after about only 
12-15 hours of use. Is it possible that these 
un -named tapes, which suPposedly are as 

good as the name brands of tape is the 
cause of this squeal? It is necessary that I 

find a way of eliminating this since I want 
to copy some of the recordings and put 

them on better tape. But I must eliminate 
the squeal in copying. If there is a good 
solution you can recommend, or some other 
advice you can give, i will appreciate it.- 
S. G., Rochester, N. Y. 

A-lye fear your trouble is due to a de- 
terioration of the binder which holds 

the oxide to the tape. In moderate cases, 

solutions such as Long Life will provide 
relief. There are two things you might try, 
both are messy and you will have to clean 
the recorder. One is to put a fine grade of 
talcum power on the tape by running it 
through a cloth impregnated with the pow- 
der, and the other is to coat the tape with 
graphite. We would suggest you try this 
on a section of tape before doing the 
whole area that is affected. You might also 
try removing any back tension on the tape 
by unwinding it tail end first into a large 
cardboard box and then running it through 
the recorder. Do not disturb the tape in the 
box or you will be in for tangles. We still 
say "name brand" tape is best. 

Matching Speaker 

I am contemplating the purchase of a 

25 watt hi -ti speaker system having a 

16 ohm impedance. I hope to operate this 
speaker system from the 3.2 ohm external 
speaker jack on my Bell & Howell model 
300L tape recorder, which has an 8 watt 
output. 

Referring to the article "Use These 
lacks" in the April 1958 issue, the story 
states, "any differences ill impedance can 
easily be taken care of through the use of 
a transformer, one side of which has the 
same impedance as the speaker and the re- 
maining side the same as the output jack 
on the recorder." 

I have tried to purchase a 3.2 ohm or 
4 ohm to 16 ohm transformer, however, I 

ant told that no such type is manufactured. 
Please advise where a transformer of this 

type can be purchased or what type of 
transformer can be used as an impedance 
matching transformer.-E. 117. Z., Cleve- 
land, Ohio. 

AA mismatch on the order of what you 
have is actually a small one and it may 

not be necessary to use a transformer at all 
except for absolute maximum fidelity. It 
might he worth a try to connect your speak- 
er directly to the output jack on the re- 
corder and see how it sounds. 

One other possibility suggests itself and 
that is to tap off the output transformer 
in the recorder itself providing it has oth. 
er taps built in. Your serviceman can de- 
termine this. or. if you have a schematic 
of the recorder giving the make and model 
number of the transformer you can deter- 
mine it yourself. Alany audio output trans- 
formers have taps for 3.2, 4. 8 and 16 
ohms on them. 
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FEEDBACK 

Excerpts from readers' letters will be used in this column. 

Address all correspondence to: The Editor: TAPE RECORDING, Severna Park, Maryland. 

To the Editor: 
I am a new short wave listener as well 

as a tape and FM radio fan. Your article 
"Taping Shortwave" by Jean Cover was 

very interesting and helpful. Only one 

thing I do not understand is why interna- 
tional station bands are interwoven with the 

ham code, aviation, etc. Wouldn't there 
be less interference and less hard to find 
the stations if all international broadcasting 
was on one band? For example, 7 to 14 

MC or 6 to 12 MC or 10 to 20 MC, etc. 

and all hams, code, etc. on frequencies be- 

fore and after the international band. 
As for tape, I believe that all of these 

systems (reel, cartridge, 4 track, 2 track) 
is harmful for the industry. The layman 
wants simplicity. If I had my way this 
would be the standard for tape for home 
use: 

I-All transistor, light, compact, with 
external jack for larger speaker. 

2-Maximum reel size 5" (with double 
play tape and lower speed the bulky 7" 
reel is no longer needed) . No cartridges! 

3-I track stereo, 2 track mono using 
tracks 1 & 4 so that mono tapes can be 

played on stereo machines without lowering 
or shifting heads (4 track mono is confus- 
ing to the layman) . 

4-3 speed, 3 {i ips for hi-fi (I could 
not tell the difference between a new, nar- 
row gap head at 33/4 ips and a wider gap 
at 7/2 ips.)-or am I a "tin ear?" 17/8 fot 
pre -1950 recordings and AM radio. 15/16 
for voice or very soft background music. 

As for FM stereo, I believe the Crosley 
system is best and stations that now use 

multiplex for background music will just 
do without stereo. The present AM -FM 
system is like listening to half Hi -Fi and 
half Lo -Fi with static on the AM. Keep 
up the good work-Charles Emanuel!, New 
York, N. Y. 

The allocation of the various bands is de- 
cided by an international body having mem- 
bers from most nations. They set the allo- 
cations and, since shortwave radio covers 
the earth, such a division is very neces- 

FOR SUPERB 
SOUNDS BUY 

MAGNA CINE 
TAPES $5.96 

sary. Local services, such as taxi and police 
radios are kept in a wavelength that, with 
low power, will not travel very far, for in- 
stance. Thus one or more countries might 
use the same bands for the same purposes 
with no danger of interference. 

We do not believe Russia is a subscrib- 
er to this international radio control and 
consequently one of their broadcast stations 
is right in the middle of the frequencies 
allocated for the hams in the United States, 
with which they cause interference. 

The allocation of wavelengths is set in 
the best interests of all the nations which 
subscribe to the international convention. 

As is pointed out in the article in minia- 
turization in this issue, unless a recorder is 

intended to be used in the field, transis- 
tors are not necessary since vacuum tubes 
still are excellent devices and cheaper, al 
the moment, than transistors. 

To the Editor: 
Can I use tape letters instead of writing 

in long hand when I want to correspond 
with Tape Recording magazine? 

Your editor's crosstalk for April hit the 
nail right on the head when you cut out the 

I never did know what it was all 
about but you set me straight. And that 
full -track story on page 22 is one of the 
best I have read on tape recorder heads. 
After four years of tapesponding I just 
found out my old Webcors are half-track. 
Some nut has been telling me they were 
dual motors, dual track and dual controls. 
The people who build tape recorders should 
read TAPE RECORDING magazine and en- 
close the head article with all their instruc- 
tions.-George J. Keegan, De pew, Neu 
York. 

Our correspondence has grown so heavy 
that we would actually prefer postcards, 
if you can make it. We do our best to keep 
up with things but sometimes we fall pretty 
far behind. Thanks for the kind words. 
Most of the people in the industry do read 
the magazine. 

To the Editor: 
I appreciate articles that include "build - 

it -yourself" schematics such as a mike mix- 
er, remote control unit, etc. 

I now use a Norelco 400 for V -S and 
home enjoyment. Also use a Steelman 
Transitape in my Driver Education Course 
for recording "Behind the Wheel" instruc- 
tion of my student teachers as they in- 
struct student drivers at Wilmington Col- 
lege. I find the 138 ips speed very ade- 
quate for both this and V -S. 

Wish to add my approval to the re- 
moval of "Hi -Fi' from the masthead.- 
G. G. Petersen, Assistant Professor Wil- 
mington College, IVilmington, Ohio. 

TAPING YOUR 
FAVORITE FM 
PROGRAMS? -_ _ 

" r 

DEMAND 

RCA 
SOUND 
TAPE 

só nd tape 

Proud of your hi-fi rig? Every component 
carefully selected for top performance and 
reliability? You owe it to yourself to 
choose your magnetic recording tape with 
the same care. to assure superb recording 
and playback. RCA Sound Tape will give 
you high fidelity reproduction...full fre- 
quency response from the thrilling highs 
to the powerful lows...and the best sound 
reproduction your tape recorder can de- 
liver. 

RCA Sound Tape is available in the pop- 
ular and economical 5" and 7" reel sizes, 
on splice -free Mylar* and acetate bases. 
Ask for RCA Sound Tape wherever supe- 
rior quality magnetic recording products 
are sold. uur."r rrm.rrr,.d trademark 

RADIO CORPORATION 
OF AMERICA 

Electron Tube Division 
Harrison, N. J. 

Another Way RCA Serves You through Electronics 
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f your vacation trip takes you abroad there will be many opportunities for record- 
ing, including street musicians, native instruments, etc. John Sanderson photo. 

THE only way to take a vacation and keep it too is to 
make a record of it. Millions of people do this every 
year, mostly in the form of pictures showing wifey 

against the Great Stone Face or little Sue throwing rocks 
into the Grand Canyon. 

The reason most people take pictures on their vacations 
is that it is so easy to do so. If they had to carry the gear 
used by Matthew Brady when he made his famous pictures 
of the Civil War, there would be mighty few pictures 
taken. People simply wouldn't bother. 

Judging from the rash of self-contained portables which 
have come on the market in the last year, the tape industry 
is beginning to catch a little of George Eastman's philos- 
ophy-You Push the Button and We do the Rest. 

Here tape recording is one step ahead of photography 
already because there isn't any "rest" to do. When you 
record it, you have it without further processing. 

The greater portion of our impressions and knowledge 
is gained through the use of our eyes, so naturally pictures 
are a powerful form of retaining sights we want to recall. 

Of the remaining senses, that of hearing is the next 
broad avenue to our minds. Oftentimes it outshines sight. 

Recording the voices of native children requires the same amount 
of coaxing that recording your own children does. Promise of a 
candy bar or gum for cooperation helps. John Sanderson photo. 

RECORDING 

. . . preserve the sounds 

For instance, a picture of a band does not bring forth the 
memory that an actual recording would. 

Now that small, lightweight, and easily operated port- 
able recorders are on the market, there is no good reason 
why vacations should not be recorded in sound as well as 
in pictures. Since most pictures are either color slides or 
home movies, the addition of sound becomes even more 
necessary. 

Another phenomena in the marketplace is the appear- 

. 
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VACATIONS 

by Bart Pierson 

of your vacation fun. 
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In the photo above an expedition member is interviewing the para- 
mount chief and clan chief with a Magnemite portable recorder. 
Much remains to be done in the area of recording native speech 
and dialects the world over. 

ance within the last year of 8 mm magnetic sound movie 
cameras, there are now five different ones available. 

Another phenomena is the appearance of devices to 
work a slide projector from a tape recorder. 

Thus manufacturers have already provided the ring for 
a marriage of amateur sound and pictures. lr is up to us 
to provide the ceremony. 

While planning your trip, it is a good idea to make note 
of particular sounds you might want to record. For in- 
stance, should you be heading for Florida, there is the Bok 
Tower, in London, its Big Ben, in Mexico the cathedral 
bells, at Niagra, the roar of the falls, etc. 

Just as important are the ordinary sounds which will 
bring back memories. Generally, if you make a picture of 
something which has sound associated with it (native 
singers, street musicians, town criers, harbor sounds, beg- 
gars or just plain characters) it is well to record the sound 
at the same time. Then this can be put on the movie 
sound track, or used in the tape that operates the slide 
projector. 

At first you might think there would be little to record 
that would be worthwhile. But this is wrong for most of 
us simply do not listen .... we have taken sound for grant- 
ed. Just close your eyes for a minute and listen and you'll 
hear the sound picture of where you are. You'll find there 
is a lot more in it than you thought and much which con- 
tributes to the total impression. 

Harbors are excellent sound subjects, the busier the better. The 
sounds of boat whistles and the cries of gulls can make much more 
vivid your home movies or slides. 
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Feeding time is the best time for zoo noises but don't go near the 
cages or you may not live to regret it. Get the cooperation and 
permission of the keeper before recording. 

Wherever possible, batteries should be conserved when 
on a trip. Some models of portable recorders will operate, 
either directly or with an accessory from the car battery 
and if the recording can be made from the car this feature 
should be used. Some have rechargable cells which you 
can charge up on overnight stops and others use ordinary 
flashlight type batteries or mercury cells obtainable almost 
anywhere. 

If traveling to a foreign land, better check to see that 
batteries will be available or carry enough extra to see you 
through. Usually, the motor batteries will have the short - 
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Fires make exciting sound pictures, from the clangor of the arriv- 
ing engines to the shouts of the firemen as they fight the blaze. 
Coupled wish pictures you have a real audio-visual treat. 

est life since the transistors use almost no current. The 
instruction booklets usually state the battery life that can 
be expected. 

Generally speaking, you should get as close to your sound 
source as you can to get a good level and, if outdoors, to 
cut down the effect of wind noises and extraneous sounds. 

Once you begin to think in terms of the world of sound, 
in addition to the world of sight, you will find your per- 
ception and appreciation is sharpened, with the net result 
of making each experience more enjoyable or more full of 
meaning. These are the things of which memories are 
made and the enjoyment of a pleasant vacation can be re- 
lived any time you wish. You can take your vacation and 
keep it too. 

gar 

There are an increasing number of 
devices coming on the market which 
will enable the tape recorder to op- 
erate the projector from signals 
placed on the tape. Shown is the new 
Kodak Programmer and Calvacade 
automatic projector. Both slides and 
tapes should be edited carefully for 
maximum viewer interest. 
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SOUND 
STORY 

Make Creative Sound Your Hobby 
by' Mark Mooney Jr. . 

. . the time has arrived for tape recording to take its Mace with 
photograph-, painting, music ami other arts. 
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Tony Schwartz of New York City is shown here interviewing a huckster, one of a fast disappearing 
group of people in our present day economy. The documentary creations of Tony Schwartz have found 
space in a time capsule and have beei widely sold in the medium of disc records. 

IN the hands of snore than two million people is a tool 
which can be used to create a new form of expression. 
Yet, except by a small handful of people, its true poten- 

tial is not being used-in fact it seems that it has not even 
been recognized. We are speaking, of course, of the tape 
recorder. 

Everyone knows by now, that the recorder can do a 
thousand things and do them well. It can capture the baby's 
first words, copy music from radio or TV, take care of 
office dictation, analyze sounds or record data from satel- 
lites. It can teach a foreign language, operate a milling 
machine or send the president's voice from space. It gives 
the best reproduction of music in the home and it fur- 
nishes a means of talking with other recorder owners the 
world over through the tape correspondence clubs. Radio 
stations can be operated completely from tape and TV 
stations use it to record both sound and pictures. Giant 
electronic brains use it as a memory, it helps to explore 
for oil, it takes church services to the blind and shut-in. 
The list could fill pages and each would be an important 
and worthwhile use for the recorder. 

But let us discount all these uses-what is left? Just 

one thing, the recorder as a creative instrument. Yet, this 
one neglected use might turn out to be greater than all 
the others combined. 

Down through the ages man has attempted to com- 
municate his thoughts and feelings to others. Probably first 
with primeval grunts which gradually evolved into a 
spoken tongue. On the walls of caves in Spain and France 
can be found the crude, though excellent, drawings show- 
ing the animals, and some tribal activities, of a prehistoric 
era. 

The Hittites, the Egyptians and others have left magnifi- 
cent bas-reliefs and inscriptions depicting their life and 
times, from which archeologists have been able to glean 
insights into their culture. Then came the written word, 
laboriously inscribed on parchment or papyrus, transcribed 
and retranscribed again and again by dedicated men. Then 
came Gutenberg and his movable type which made it pos- 
sible for the written word to be spread far and wide, and 
as presses w ere improved, the growth of knowledge and 
the interchange of ideas and doctrines spread like the rip- 
ples on a millpond when a stone is dropped into the water. 
The advance of civilization was speeded; the thoughts of 
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Dr. Vladimir Ussachevsky and his colleagues at the Columbia - 
Princeton Electronic Music Center at Columbia University have been 

exploring the frontiers of music created using the tape recorder. 

the philosophers, the works of the mathematicians and the 
engineers was made available to all. 

Fox -Talbot's first weak photo images were the fore- 

runner of another means of communication, the mechani- 
cally created visual image and George Eastman with his 

roll film placed it in the hands of the public. 
Through the medium of the motion picture, events could 

be depicted in sequence The drama moved from the stage 
to the film and reached wider audiences. 

Then the ever active mind of Thomas A. Edison won- 

dered if sound could not be inscribed in some manner and 

found that it could. His words "Mary had a little lamb" 
heard weakly from the diaphragm of the first "talking 
machine" opened the doors to the preservation of speech 

and sound. 
Lee deForrest's invention of the vacuum tube made it 

possible to amplify small currents and this, coupled with 
Marconi's wireless telegraph gave birth to another power- 
ful means of disseminating information-radio. The great 

music and the voices of statesmen were brought into homes 
that never might have heard them otherwise. 

Then came the motion picture which talked and full, 
almost live, drama, reached the multitudes who might never 
have seen a profess'onal production in their lifetimes. 

The wedding of the motion picture and radio gave us 
TV, a still more powerful means of communication than 
either radio or movies alone, reaching as many as did radio 
and more than reached by the motion picture. 

From the bygone and unknown caveman who drew the 
pictures on the walls and ceilings in charcoal and crude 
earth colors have come the generations of artists down 
through the ages. Some drew their subject matter in almost 
photographic form, others subjugated the actual subject to 
the thought or feeling that the artist sought to convey to 
the viewer of his finished work. 

In recent years the photographer has used the camera 
and enlarger to express his feelings about a scene or thing 
and some have created photographic masterpieces. In cam- 
era clubs throughout the world the kindred spirits meet to 
criticize each other's work and to learn new techniques for 
their art. 

The stories of mankind no longer need be handed 
down from generation to generation by word of mouth 
for since the invention of writing and then of printing, 
they may be made imperishable. 

Philosophers have used the written word to spread their 
thoughts and theories and dramatists have written their 
plays in words to be spoken aloud by others. 

Of all the forms of communication, sound is perhaps 
the oldest for man probably spoke before he got the idea 
that drawings could be made with a burnt stick on the 
walls of his cave. And yet, it is the newest, for only within 
the last relatively few years has there been a means by 
which sound could be recorded and preserved. And only 
since the invention of tape and the tape recorder has the 
way been opened for the creative worker in sound. 

Just as paintings, the printed word, radio, movies and 
TV enabled the mass of people to enjoy a new cultural 
standard because they were able to see and hear the finest 
in music, drama and literature, so the tape recorder offers 
a similar opportunity for spreading the work of those who 
deal in sound. 

Not only that, but since large portions of mankind are 
illiterate, being unable to read or write, they still are able 
to speak and hear. To these vast numbers recorded sound 
on tape can bring knowledge, hope and inspiration. This 
facet of the tape recorder's possibilities has been hardly 
explored. 

But beyond that lies the realm of individual artistic 
expression through the medium of sound alone. By this 
we do not mean the recording of a composition written 
on paper and played upon some instrument, we mean the 
creation of something new, something that does not now 
exist. 

Work on this plane began some years ago in Europe. 
In this country Dr. Vladimir A. Ussachevsky, of the music 
faculty of Columbia University has done notable work in 
collaboration with Professor Luening. 

The French date back to 1946 on this kind of endeavor 
and they used musical instruments and other non -electric 
sound sources. Soon a German school of thought, choosing 
the title Electronic Music, began to use electronic instru- 
ments exclusively. 
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In 1959 under a Rockefeller Foundation grant, Prince- 
ton University joined Columbia in a five year program 
devoted to this new music form. 

Basically, the method takes sounds, and by altering them 
in pitch, by means of speed changes on the recorders, 
by reversing them so that the decay of the sound comes 
before the attack, or putting the sound through filters 
or reverberation or feedback and mixing and dubbing, the 
result is like nothing else. It is something new. 

The Louisville Symphony in 1954 performed one of 
their works Rhapsodic Variations for Tape Recorder and 
Orchestra in which a tape recorder was the star soloist. 
Since that time other works have come from the recorders 
of these versatile workers on the new frontier. 

Another pioneer in creative taping is Tony Schwartz 
of New York whose subject is people. Roving the city 
with his portable recorder he recorded the everyday 
activities of the citizenry. He got the songs of children 
on a playground, the game rhymes as they played on the 
sidewalk, an Italian street festival, the spiel of pitchmen, 
street drilling, flower vendors, night club barkers, a Puerto 
Rican storefront -church service, a Jewish service, an auc- 
tioneer and sidewalk musicians. These he skillfully pat- 
terned into a recording that brought rave notices from 
the critics. His "New York 19" (which refers to the postal 
zone in which he lives) likewise received high praise for 
he had captured the spirit of the great city-from the 
everyday activities and sounds of its citizens. He created 
with tape a living impression of New York-with sound 
alone. In fact, in addition to his sounds of New York, he 
has a collection of folk music from over 40 countries. 
totalling over 10,000 foreign songs, secured by exchanging 
tapes with recordists abroad. A copy of his recording of 
children's game chants was buried in the Museum of Nat- 
ural History's time capsule to be unearthed in a future 
century. The people of that day will then be able to hear 
the children's games of 1950. 
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A team that also deserves mention in the creative cate- 
gory is the award winning pair, Woody Sloan and Sid 
Dimond of Creative Associates of Boston. Their work has 
been in the field of documentation and has brought to all 
that have heard it a powerful message on freedom, what 
it means and what it could mean if we do not protect it. 

We cannot tell you how to be creative-either you are 
or you are not. Fortunately there seems to be a creative 
streak in most of us but sometimes this is submerged in the 
necessity for earning a living. 

While no one can tell you how to be creative, the crea- 
tive person does have some attributes which are easily seen. 
For one thing, the creative person has an overwhelming 
desire to seek out knowledge, in whatever form his inter- 
est may lie. He also has a drive to communicate his feelings 
and findings to his fellow man so that he too may share 
in his discoveries. 

Money has nothing to do with it, for the creative 
person wants to work for the sheer purpose of uncovering 
a hidden truth, of advancing the sum total human knowl- 
edge or of communicating his interpretations to his fellow 
men. In most cases he will spend more than he ever gets 
back from it, in a monetary sense, and he will willingly 
devote long, hard hours completely without thought of 
pay to further his chosen field. 

The creative person is a sensitive person. He is able to 
perceive many things which the average person misses but 
which the average person can appreciate when it is brought 
to his attention. 

Oftentimes the creative worker is far ahead of the pack, 
so far ahead that his efforts might be frowned upon or 
even laughed at by the unknowing or unthinking. This, 
unfortunately, has been the lot of many creative people 
down through history. Copernicus was reviled because he 
said that the earth revolved around the sun. This was con- 
trary to all the doctrines of his time. Columbus was laughed 
at because he felt the world was round and even Strauss' 
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Woody Sloan and Sid Dimond of Creative Associates of Boston, Mass. have won many awards for their imaginative use of the tape recorder 
in telling the story of our freedom and what if would mean should we lose it. They use sound excerpts coupled with a live platform presenta- 
tion that produces a very dramatic and attention compelling result. Their tapes have also been aired. 
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waltzes were considered immoral when he first played them. 
One thing more is a necessity to creative work; that is 

having something to say, either something entirely new 
which no one else has discovered or a new way of saying 
something that has been done before. Your work is an 
expression of your inward feelings toward the subject. 

In rhe realm of sound, how can one be creative? There 
are many avenues open. The artist and photographer say 
to us-see how beautiful this is, or here is how I feel 
about this scene. The abstractionists have gone so far that 
the feelings have been depicted and the actual subject mat- 
ter subjugated. 

The writer and the playwright show us their thoughts 
and feelings through the medium of their puppers who 
speak the inner thoughts of their creators. The composer 
and musician depicts his feelings by using tones of varying 
frequencies and times. 

The creative worker with the tape recorder works with 
sound, the entire gamut of sound, from the spoken word 
in any language on earth to the devastating roar of an 

atomic explosion. He may use musical notes but he can 
alter them as no musical instrument can, he may record 
the words of his fellow men as they are without script 
or play and he may create an impression of almost any 
subject or any magnitude through the manipu ation of his 

tape recorders. 
What are the tools of the trade? If you want to follow 

in the footsteps of Dr. Ussachevsky and his coworkers you 
will need at least two tape recorders so that you may shifr 
speeds, copy back and forth, combine and recombine the 
sounds with which you work. 

You will need mixers and filters. You will have to hir 

the books to learn the nature of sound and its physcho- 
acoustic effect on a human being. You will have to learn how 
the machines work and how you can alter them to make 
them do what you feel needs be done. You may have to go 
far afield to get the basic sounds that you wish to weave 

into a whole to present an aural picture or interpretation. 
As you can easily see, your interests will range far and 

wide, from the soldering gun and parts to the farthermost 
limits of mans present knowledge of the effect of sound on 
the individual. It is a new field, an unexplored region that 
can absorb as many hours of your time as you have to give. 

Or perhaps your interests lie more along the lines of the 
work Tony Schwartz, or Woody Sloan and Sid Dimond. 

Here portable recorders are a must and other recorders 
at home too, for editing dubbing and mixing. This phase 
of the tape recording art is more inclined to paint a 

picture, as grippingly and dramatically as possible through 
every means at the recordist's command. 

Interest might range from the minute and almost un- 

heard sounds to depiciting a family at home. The entire 
world and all of its parts that are capable of giving off vi- 

brations are fair game for exploration. 
Although the creative process is in itself its own re- 

ward still the human ego likes to be noticed. There are few 

who can derive satisfaction from the creation of a beautiful 
thing if there is none to admire it. Part of creativity re- 

quires communication, which leads us to the possible audi- 
ences for creative sound. 

The tape recorder music has been played before concert 
audiences, the work of Tony Schwartz has had wide circu- 
lation through the medium of the phono disk and tape. The 
tapes of Woody Sloan and Sid Dimond have been aired. 

in addition to their use before live audiences where they 
form a dramatic background for a live presentation. 

The camera fan has his camera club, which meets monthly, 
or even sometimes weekly, where he can see the work of his 
fellow members and display his own. The artist has shows 
to which he may submit paintings and throughout the land 
are groups who meet and paint under the leardership of 
a person with the requisite knowledge to teach painting. 

The musician and composer has the live audience at con- 
certs plus the widespread distribution of his work by radio, 
records and tapes. A body of critics has grown up in both 
the fields of art and music, as well as in the field of play 
acting, where the dramatist has his opportunity. 

Literary works are legion, as are book reviewers and 
critics and the printed word may he purchased almost 
anywhere. 

What are -the opportunities for the creative worker in 
sound? At present they are rather limited. The tape clubs 
in rhe United States are primarily tape correspondence 
clubs, although some of them do hold regional meetings. 
Perhaps there should be tape clubs, similar to the camera 
clubs, where workers in sound may have an audience and the 
opportunity for criticism of their work. 

The European tape recordists are ahead of those in this 
country in the matter of creativity and in the numbers of 
local clubs. Perhaps over here our preoccupation with the 
utility of the recorder for such things as learning and office 
uses, as well as a fine playback instrument for the repro- 
duction of music has screened from our thoughts its great 
value as a creative tool. 

Creativity is an adventure, one of the few chances to 
roam along unexplored paths that are open to us in this 
increasingly circumscribed world. 

To foster this movement, Tape Recording Magazine will 
offer, from time to time, as they are received a new service 
-the "Sound Story." 

Sound stories will he published in the magazine and will 
tell how creative work was done. This will range a wide 
variety of fields, humor, travel, off -beat material and others. 
A sample of the actual sounds described in the magazine 
article will be made available for a nominal sum, to cover 
costs of handling and production, to readers who may desire 
it. This will be in the form of a 3" ree of tape which 
tt ill contain 8 minutes of recording, dual track at the 71/2 

ips speed. 

We feel this will begin to furnish the necessary audience 
ro those who already have done something in the creative 
sense and also will serve to give inspiration to all of us to 

"go thou and do likewise." 

SOUND 
IT 0 R: Y: 

SOUND STORY No. 1 

3" reel, 71/2 ips, dual track 
Side I-Ur. Vladimir A. U,,a- 

rlrevakv. General exam- 
ple& and excerpts. of tape 
recorder sir. 

Side 2-Ton. Schwartz, Selee 
of sounds of New York 
City. 

TO ORDER SOUND STORY No. I : 

Send $1.00 and name and address to: 
Sound Story 
Tape Recording Magazine 
Severna Park, Md. 
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Armour Research Foundation cartridge machine with top raised to show mechanism. Unit 
uses 1/4 inch tape on reel -type spool and is said to be compatible with present day 
recorders. 

ARMOUR RESEARCH CARTRIDGE SHOWN 

AT the same meeting at which the Minnesota Mining - 
CBS cartridge was shown (reported in last issue), 
Marvin Camras of the Armour Research Foundation 

reported on work which the Institute had been doing on 
their cartridge. 

This cartridge is compatible with most tape recorders 
now in use. A ball detent in the hub-costing about fifty 
cents-would be the only equipment necessary for manual 
operation of the new cartridges on existing recorders. Semi- 
automatic operation is possible on today's recorders by 
modifying them with inexpensive adapters. 

The cartridge is 3.75 inches in diameter and contains 
standard %4 inch tape. The central hole fits present recorders 
and on the end of the tape is a leader of Mylar which 
tapers from the tape width of .250 to .340 of an inch. 

On the inner edge of each flange of the cartridge is a 

head which holds the leader securely in place, sealing the 
inside to protect the tape from dust. The tape passes 
through the flanges with ample clearance after the leader 
has been unwound. A leader at the inner hub actuates the 
automatic reverse or rewind operation. 

Protection against accidental erasure is provided by a 

safety groove in the bottom of the cartridge. If this groove 
is present, a "feeler" enters it when the machine is switched 

to record position, allowing normal erase or recording. 
If the groove is not present, the feeler is blocked and the 

machine is prevented from erasing or recording. Unre- 
corded cartridges are moulded with this groove, recorded 
cartridges are not. A removable insert is provided, so that 
protection may be added after the cartridge is recorded. 

In the player demonstrated at the meeting, Camras in- 

serted a cartridge into a slot. A shaft then pushed up 
through the cartridge hub and rotated the cartridge clock- 
wise until a hook attached to the plastic leader was caught 
in a hole in the tape leader, which is threaded between the 
capstan and roller and onto the take-up reel. This leader 
always remains on the machine. The takeup spool was then 
activated, pulling both the machine leader and the tape 
leader along the proper threading path. The automatic 
threading operation required about three seconds. 

He also showed drawings of a proposed system in which 
the cartridges are contained in individual compartments of 
a magazine. In response to a pushbutton, the desired com- 
partment is moved into place and its cartridge is shifted 
into play position. 

As of this writing, no manufacturer has indicated he will 
produce machines embodying the cartridge, nor are cart- 
ridges available. 
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Above: an example of micro -miniaturization is this Westinghouse 
developed molecular electronic function block being used as an 
audio amplifier in a conventional system. Frequency range is 0 to 
20,000 cycles and output is 5 watts. Amplifier itself (at right in 
black mounting) is tiny device whose volume is .001 cubic inch. 
Device at left is molecular electronic preamp. Upper right: Old 
type tube, modern tube and transistors showing relative size reduc- 
tion. Lower right: standard transformer, small object on top is 

transistor transformer. 

BACK in the good old days any recorder was billed as 

a "portable" if it had a handle on it. Some of the old 
clunkers seemed to weigh a ton and lifting one made 

you feel like you were practicing for the weight lifting 
team in the Olympics. 

This could hardly be blamed on the engineers who de- 
signed them, however, for the parts of those days were 
simply big and heavy. No one knew how to make them 
smaller and still retain their efficiency. Besides, no one 
cared very much since the recorder was not really designed 
to be carried about. 

As recorders increased in popularity and came into wider 
and wider use in the schools, the women teachers began to 
pass a few remarks about their unhandiness and weight. 
Also about stiff springs and other controls that their more 
delicate muscles could not work easily. 

The net result was a gradual diminuation in size of 
recorders but it was not really until a very, few years ago 
that the regular type of tape recorder began to shed pounds. 
The use of lighter materials, such as magnesium castings, 
etc., and a more compact design helped in this respect. 
Smaller vacuum tubes, some of them actually two tubes 
in one glass envelope, helped in shrinking dimensions, too. 

The present day portables that are completely self- 
contained might be considered to be a by-product of the 
race for space. 

MI\1.a'rlll<I7. %TIII\ 

SAVES SPACE 

. . . self contained portables are 
made possible through recent de- 

velopments in miniature parts. 
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More energy packed in less space has made portable recorders 
possible. White cell at end of line is rechargeable, other batteries 
are standard dry -cell types ranging up to 671/2 2 volts. 

Since each fraction of an ounce in the payload of a 

space vehicle means pounds added to the thrust necessary 
to get it airborne the cry came for lighter components. 
Actual physical space in a rocket nose was also at a pre- 
mium and again the demand arose for parts of maximum 
performance but minimum size. 

Hand ill hand with the production of smaller parts went 
improved manufacturing techniques. Printed circuits which 
are made by laminating copper to an insulating base 
and then etching away the unwanted parts, leaving only 
the circuit wiring, did away with much wiring and 
soldering. 

After the smaller parts had been built for the space age 
people, the demand arose for them in things which were 
intended for everyday use. 

Since many tape recorder manufacturers also do some 
defense business and the engineers keep up-to-date on 
new methods and material, it was not long before these 
parts began to find their way into tape recorders. 

Today's tiny self-contained portable probably is the child 
of the transistor, more than any other miniature part. This 
tiny device, a small fraction of the size of a vacuum tube, 
can perform the tube's functions and perform them well. 
But the transistor is only of recent vintage and until it did 
appear really small radios and recorders were not possible. 
One of the advantages of the transistor, in addition to its 
tiny size and weight, lies in the fact that it uses practically 
no current. Thus this meant the end of heavy power trans- 
formers and associated equipment and also made it possible 
for recorders to use batteries without breaking the bank 
account for replacements. 

Batteries themselves have, over the years, gotten more 

i ,, 
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powerful and smaller. Not only have the familiar dry cells 

shrunk in size but tiny rechargeable wet cells are now 

available which make self-contained portable operation even 
more economical. 

The techniques applied to the tape recorder might be 
termed miniaturization but already the engineers are talk- 
ing in terms of microminiaturization. 

This is being made possible through a new development 
called molecular electronics. The research that went into 
the transistor, revealed new paths to research and scientists 
have found that extremely thin layers of various metals, 
some only a molecule in thickness have definite and useful 
properties. One of the leaders in this type of research 
is the Westinghouse Corporation which lately has come up 
with a 5 watt amplifier no larger than a dime. 

So the end of making things smaller is not yet in sight 
and developments along these lines will be applied to the 
tape recorders of the future 

As can be seen from the directory of self-contained 
portable beginning on page 28 of this issue, the tape 
recorder has already shrunk considerably from the regular 
home model. 

But the ordinary type tape recorder and the vacuum 
tube are not old hat, for they serve an entirely different 
purpose than the portables. In fact the well equipped tape 
recordist should have both a home outfit and a portable. 

To some people the fact that if a piece of electronic 
gear, such as a recorder, is "transistorized" it is the newest 
of the new. While it may be the newest of the new, the 
vacuum tube still is as good or better in sets where there 
is no need for extreme weight and size savings and where 
current drain is of no importance because they are fed 
from the regular power lines. Tubes are also cheaper and 
easier to replace. 

The small, self-contained portables have opened up a 

whole new world of recording pleasure to everyone. Light 
in weight, giving good quality results and independent of 
any power sources, they at last provide the long awaited 
opportunity to record where and when you want to. 

Tapes made on the portables can either be played back 
directly on the home machine, for editing or other pur- 
poses, or can be dubbed to regular tape if the portable 
uses a cartridge not suitable for use on a regular recorder. 

All of these improvements have been made possible by 

miniaturization techniques, by the development of new ma- 
terials and methods of manufacture that were practically un- 
known five years ago. 

Today's portables can be slipped in a large coat pocket 
or be conveniently carried without any burden, a far cry 
from the days when you were lucky if you could lift the 
machine by yourself. 

,i'_.1, v 
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Miniaturization of motors has 

meant smaller and lighter units 
with smaller battery drain. Con- 
trast standard motor at left with 
miniature motor in self -powered 
portable at right. 
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At 50° below zero, ice cream checker 
can make report without removing 
gloves to write and finish job in one 
session. 
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Portables 
Al ül Business 

... more and more firms are dis- 
eumseriuia the usefulness of port- 
able recorders in their trade. 

; 

I, the comfort of a normally heated room the data on the ice cream 
inventory is typed off from tape made in the low temperature of 
the hardening room. Greater accuracy results. 

BIG and small business is finding that the use of small 
portable recorders pays off. Jobs are speeded, on -the - 
spot reports are more complete and accurate and in- 

ventory taking, the bugaboo of most business becomes an 
easy and pleasant task. 

Let's take a few typical examples: for instance the firm 
of William Kaufman of New York. This firm builds, 
modernizes, owns and finds tenants for office and factory 
buildings, warehouses and stores in a dozen cities. The 
territory they cover stretches from Connecticut to Mary- 
land and west to Utan. 

In the course of a year. Melvyn Kaufman travels about 
75,000 miles to inspect properties during the period of 
acquisition and construction. To prepare the necessary re- 
ports requires making detailed notes of all phases of the 
operation, from the tax and mortgage status to their phys- 
ical condition. 
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Inventory taking in Stop and Shop 
supermarket is done using portable 
recorder. Greater speed and conveni- 
ence result. 
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An inventory crew using Dictet portable recorders in the stockroom. 
Tapes are sent to home office where they are transcribed by secre- 
taries. Inventory faking time has been halved. 

On his inspection trips, Mr. Kaufman is frequently ac- 
companied by a group including a contractor, architect and 
engineer. With the portable's mike clipped to his coat he 
simply talks his notes into it. Because this is so much 
faster and less distracting than hand note taking, he has no 
difficulty in observing, recording his notes and taking com- 
ments from those accompanying him. Frequently, when 
his notes are transcribed into written form, he finds that 
they constitute a report that requires little or no revision 
and is far more accurate and complete than it otherwise 
could have been. 

The use of small portables also results in a great saving 
of expensive executive time. Mr. Kaufman on a recent 
trip inspected properties in Chicago, Cincinnati and Mil- 
waukee within two days, turning in a complete report on 
each of the properties. 

One occurrence during his travels usually brings a laugh 
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when recounted. Most of his travel is done by plane. Not 
long ago, using his Dictet on a plane, he clipped the mike 
to his lapel and had the recorder in his brief case. He 
noticed a number of other passengers were turning in their 
seats and staring at him curiously, evidently under the im- 
pression that he was talking to himself, since they couldn't 
see the recorder and either couldn't see the mike or didn't 
know what it was. 

What he was doing was practicing a speech which he 
was scheduled to deliver in St. Louis at a meeting of the 
National Association for Retarded Children, of which lie 
is a director. 

While the Kaufman firm is a large one, small realtors 
and assessors are also finding it convenient to use a port- 
able tape recorder in their work. 

Small portables also help overcome difficult working 
conditions in plants. For instance the Knudson Brothers 
Dairy in North Haven, Connecticut. 

The dairy turns out about a million gallons of ice cream 
annually. The problem came about because it was neces- 
sary to take inventory of the stock-during the summer 
when demand is heaviest, as many as four times a week. 
The ice cream is kept in the plant's hardening room where 
the temperature is 30 to 50 degrees below zero and the 
room holds 60,000 gallons of ice cream in two hundred 
and fifty different categories. 

Rudolph L. Bernard, manager of the plant said, "When 
the inventory taker enters the room he is dressed from 
head to foot in Arctic clothing, including insulated mit- 
tens. Until we discovered how our Dicret helped us take 
inventory, he had to keep removing his mittens to use his 
pad and pencil. He could only work a few minutes before 
his fingers got so cold he had to come out and warm them. 
This meant that it took almost four hours to complete an 
inventory. It was a rough job and one that no one wanted. 
I doubt that we ever got a very accurate figure." 

Using the small recorder, which is tucked inside the suit, 
the inventory taker now talks the inventory into a hand 
microphone. He can stay in the hardening room until the 
inventory is complete and it only takes an hour. Back at 
his desk he transcribes the tape to paper using a foot con- 
trol and conies up with an accurate and complete report. 

Big food chains are also finding the portables to be use- 
ful in taking inventory. Instead of two men cluttering up 
the aisles with a tabulator and interfering with shoppers, 
one man with a recorder can do the whole job faster and 
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Complete and accurate reports of construction progress, real estate 
property appraisals, etc. are possible with portable recorders. 

more accurately. For instance, the inventory crew for the 
Stop & Shop chain, which has 112 stores consists, of 13 

men in the neld and four girls in the home office. The 
tapes are mailed in by the field men for transcribing. With 
the recorders, it has been possible to take an inventory 
every four months, providing better inventory control and 
saving dollars. 

Quality control, time and motion study engineers, stock- 
room men, production people, are all finding the today's 
transistorized portable can save hours of hand note taking 
and provide more complete reports than they ever were 
able to turn out before. 

In the rridwest, one small company does nothing but 
take inventories for other companies using the portables 
and hax ing the notes transcribed by women who used to 
be secretaries but now must stay at home because of small 
children. 
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Left: checking production in a candy plant using an American Concertone TR 100 Transicorder. Cen er: quality control for the factory is ex- 
pedited by on -the -spot use of the portable recorder. It is also useful in time and motion study work. Right: stockroom control and order fill- 
ing are expedited by permitting purchasing and inventory personnel to record notes as stock is checked. 
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DIRECTORY OF BATTERY OPERATED PORTABLES 

Compiled and Edited by Jean Cover 

Specifications, features and price informa- 
tion contained herein were obtained from 
the manufacturers and are correct as of date 
of publication. 
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AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC., 
9449 West Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, 
Calif.-TR 100 TRANSICORDER. Oper- 
ates from its own built-in batteries. has 
builr-in speaker, 6 transistors, weighs just 
4 lbs., dual speed -33/ and 17/8 ips, VU 
meter indicates recording level and battery 
life. Uses standard 3" reel. Can be operated 
from the cigarette lighter receptacle of a 

car. AC adapter and other accessories avail- 
able. One hour recording capacity. Price: 
S 199.95. 

AMPLIFIER CORP. OF AMERICA, 398 
Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.-TRANS 
MAGNEMITE (top). Operates on small 
dry rechargable batteries which have a life 
of about 125 operating hours. Double 
barrelled Swiss -steel spring -motor; high- 
speed rewind; ultra -precision balanced tly- 
ball governor; transistorized rewind indi- 
cator; push-pull ultrasonic bias oscillator; 
eleven transistors; size -11 x 10 x 7 inches; 
weighs 15 lbs. Other features include: high- 
speed VU meter, large precision capstan, 
take-up guide post, adjustable tension pres- 
sure pad, etc. Various models with different 
tracks and speeds are available, and a VU 
model is also available. Write for literature. 
Prices range from 5525-5840 list, $315- 
5505 net. 

TRANS FLYWEIGHT (middle). Elec- 
tric motor battery -operated portable avail- 
able in various speeds and tracks. Has cast, 
machined, and dynamically balanced fly- 
wheel, separate rewind motor, ten transistors, 
weighs 8 lbs., and is powered by six re- 
placeable or rechargeable mercury batteries. 
12 volt car operation accessory available 
which enables motor to operate from 
cigarette lighter socket. Other features 
include long -life brushes and ball-bear- 
inged construction throughout, a VU 
meter for measuring recording and play- 

back level and battery voltage, and a multiple 
shielded motor with special auxiliary noise 
suppressors. Furnished complete with bat- 
teries, tape, microphone plug, and instruction 
booklet. Other accessories available. Prices: 
From 5386-5529, net. 

SECRET RECORDER (bottom). Quiet 
running, concealed in false compartment of 

r 

a standard -size genuine top -grain cowhide 
leather briefcase. Normal speech may be re- 
corded at a distance of 25 feet. Starts and 
stops instantly by touching a patented com- 
bination slide -lock and switch. Continuous 
recording for 3 hours at 15/16 ips on a 5" 
reel 12 volt car operation accessory avail- 
able which enables motor to operate from 
cigarette lighter socket. Features similar to 
those of machines above. Available in varied 
speeds and tracks. l'rices: 5475-S535, net 

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIAL- 
TIES CORP., Box 149, Beacon, N. Y.- 
POCKETAPE. 6-8 volt batteries power 
mechanism and amplifier for average of 
about 25 cents per hour; batteries replaceable 
at intervals of 1(1-20 hours depending upon 
speed; available in any one speed of 1/2, 

M. 17/g or 15/16 ips; size is 11,7 x 41,á a 
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678 inches; weighs 2 lbs; recording time is 
from 15 continuous minutes at 7t/2 to 4 
hours at 15/16 ips dual track; special metal 
reels are used; frequency response 5 -tran- 
sistor amplifier is within 3db 200-9000 cps; 
external Dower can he used; all parts of 
unit are rustless, corrosion resistant and ano- 
dized -main section of amplifier is her- 
metically sealed; good level can he recorded 
up to 15 ft.; accessories, including patch 
cord to automobile cigarette lighter socket, 
available. Price: $466. 

CONCORD ELECTRONICS CORP., 
1549 North Vine St., Los Angeles 28, 
Calif.-HOSHO MODEL 1000. Operates 
on 3, 9 volt batteries; weighs 3 lbs.; reel 
size is 3"; tape speed 15/16 ips; maximum 
recording time 4 hours; frequency response 
60 to 5000 cps; built in speaker; VU 
meter; AC adaptor available. Price: 5169.96 
including carrying case and microphone. 

DEJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION, 4501 
Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.- 
STENORETTE COMPANION. Battery 
operated, each battery charge from accessory 
charger insures 4 hours of continuous dic- 
tation. Pushbutton operated throughout, 
convenient microphone control, visible 
charge level, linear progress scale permits 
both location and indexing of any portion 
of recorded material; the carrying case is 
a handsome leatherette case with shoulder 
strap, roll -away cover. Cable, 6 and 12 volt, 
for connecting unit to cigarette lighter 
socket obtainable. The machine weighs 
6 pounds and is I0V; x 5%8 x Sty inches. 
Accessories available. Price: 5199.50. 
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DICTAPHONE CORP., 420 Lexington 
Ave., New York 17, N.Y.-DICTET. Bat- 
tery -powered, with visual battery life indi- 
cators. Self-contained, weighs two pounds, 

1 1 oz., and is 2 x 41/2 x 6 5/16 inches. Each 

tape comes in a magazine and is for one 
hour's recording. Any tape can he played 
back immediately by pushing a lever and 
holding the microphone to the ear. The 
mike is start -stop which enables the speaker 
to control the recording operation with his 
thumb. The Dicter fits snugly into a leather 
carrying case, complete with shoulder strap 
and compartment for microphone and spare 
batteries. Accessories available. Price: Con- 
tact manufacturer. 

1 

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS, 194 

Richmond Hill Avenue. Stamford. Conn:- 
STELLA VOX SM 4 (top). Operates on four 
miniature dry cells, type RULAG, amplifier 
contains 7 transistors and 1 diode. Cells 
provide about three hours operation on an 
intermittent basis. Accessory charger avail- 
able. Uses 31/2" tape reels, with a record- 
ing time of 20 minutes. Frequency response 

30-14,000 cps, plus or minus 2 db. signal 
to noise ratio about 50 db, weighs about 
4 lbs., size -23/8 x 47/8 x 101,, inches. 
Other features include high frequency erase 

head in ferrite and combined record play- 
back head for half track or two track, re- 
wind is manual by use of a small handle, 
comes in a sturdy wooden case covered with 
grey leatherette. Price: Contact Electronic 
Applications. 

NAGRA Ill (bottom, col. I ). Not a pock- 
et unit, but a small, light recorder which 
runs on 12-1.5 volt flashlight batteries. 20 
hours operation is available from ordinary 
batteries and up to 70 hours from the new 
long -life Eveready batteries. Has a special 
connection for remote operation; accomo- 
dates standard 5" reels with cover closed and 
7" reels with it open; some models have 
more than one speed; has recording level 
meter and battery check. New automatic rec- 
ord position which controls microphone sen- 

sitivity and attenuates low frequencies. The 
Nagra Illb has speeds of 15 and 71/2 ips, 
the Nagra Ille operates at 71/2 ips. but can 

be specially designed for 33/4 or 15 ips 
upon request. Frequency response at 15 ips 
is 30 to 15,000 cps, dimensions -83/4 x 

121/2 x 41/4 inches, weighs 15 lbs. Power 
packs for adapting the recorder to almost 
any power supply or mains are available. 
Prices: Contact Electronic Applica:ions. 
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ERCONA CORPORATION, 16 West 
.16th Street, New York 36, N.Y.-STUZ- 
7.l MAGNETTE (top). Battery operated; 
amplifier system has seven transistors and 
two diodes; weighs 8 pounds; vibration 
proof; speeds of 17/8 and 33/4 ips; dual 
track; dimensions -11 x 411, x 8 inches; 
battery life up to 100 hours; maximum 
playing time up to 2 hours per reel; fre- 
quency range 50-9000 cps ar faster speed. 
Other features include battery life indicator, 
separate motors for fast wind/capstan drive, 
can be used as a portable PA system, velvet - 
touch pushbutton controls, VU level magic - 
eye, etc. Price: 5269.50. 

E.M.I. (bottom, col. 2) manufactured by 
Electric & Musical Industries, Ltd. of Eng- 
land Battery operated; weighs 141/2 pounds; 
measures 14 x 8 x 7 inches; uses standard 5" 
reels; available in three models -33/ ips 

for 30 minutes, 71/2 for 15 minutes, or 15 

ips for 71/2 minutes; frequency response at 
15 ips 's within plus or minus 2 db of the 
response at 1000 cps, between 50 and 7000 
cps, and within plus or minus 3 db from 
7000-10,000 cps; signal to noise ratio 
is better than 45 db. Price: Contact Ercona 
(distributor). 
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FILNOR PRODUCTS, INC., 101 West 
31st Street, New York 1, N.Y-TELTAPE. 
Imported from West Germany. Power sup- 

ply -4 type C flashlight cells (good for 
about 15 hours of continuous use), is 81/2 

x 61/2 x 21/4 inches, weighs two pounds, has 

a two -stage transistor amplifier. Plays for 16 

minutes with 3" reel, response to 4000 
cycles. Other features include instant brak- 
ing, fast rewind, automatic slack take-up, 
and separate record -playback, erase heads. 

Price: 529.95. 

GBC AMERICA CORP., 89 Franklin 
Street New York 13, N.Y.-TRANSI- 
VOICE. Operates on 100 hour standard 
Eveready, Burgess or Ray -O -Vac batteries 
(or equivalent); all transistor circuit, uses 

31/2" tape reel; records up to 11/2 hours at 
33/ ips; weighs little over 4 pounds; push- 
button controls; built-in conference speaker; 
accessories available. Price: $159.50. 
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GEISS-AMERICA, 6424 North Western 
Avenue, Chicago 45, Illinois-MINIFO\ 
ATTACHE. Uses magazines; fully transis- 
torized-fully automatic; weighs 13/4 lbs.; 
3-15/16 x 6-11/16 x 1-9/16 inches; battery 
(rechargable) or AC operated; has push- 
button controls; 30 minutes recording time; 
built-in battery meter; fast forward -fast re- 
wind; automatic tape -end stop; tape speed 
17/8 ips; frequency response 150-6000 cps; 
has 3 -stage transistor amplifier; comes in 
lightweight sturdy metal case; has a start - 
stop microphone; accessories, including con- 
necting cord for automobiles, available. 
Price: $249.50. 

This company also produces the Minifon 
P55 pocket size wire recorder which weighs 
just 28 oz. and gives up to 4 hours operation. 
Write for details. 

KINGDOM PRODUCTS LTD. (distri- 
butor), 51-1 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. 
-FI -CORD (manufactured by Fi -Cord 
Ltd., England). Powered by four 2 -volt 
accumulator batteries (rechargeable with 
Fi -Cord charger accessory); speeds of 11/2 

and 71/2 ips; battery life 11/2 to 2 hours 
at 71/2 speed, 3 to 31/2 hours at 17/8 speed; 
8 General Electric types GET3 and ET -1.G 
transistors; built-in loudspeaker; weighs 
41 2 lbs.; size -9; g x 5 x 25 g inches; fre- 
quency range at 71/2 ips is 50-12,000 cps 
plus or minus 3 db; wow and flutter is 

0.4%; noise level. 35 db. Dual track; max- 
imum recording time at 71/2 ips is 27 mine, 
at 17/8 ips is 108 minutes. Small, sensitive 
dynamic microphone is fitted with stop - 
start switch. Comes complete with mike. 
integral play back speaker and automatic 
battery charger. Price: $299.50. 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS 
CORP., 165-08 Liberty Avenue, Jamaica 
33, N.Y.-TRANSCORDER. Completely 
transistorized; operates on one battery; 
weighs three pounds; size -81/2 x 331 x 17s 
inches; one hour recording time at l31 ips; 
uses tape cartridges; microphone picks up 

conversation as far as 30 feet way; has visual 
battery life indicator; transistorized power 
amplifier and 2" speaker (supplied separ- 
ately) fit into the battery compartment. 
Complete with combination microphone- 
playback speaker-one hour tape recording 
cartridge and 12 hour battery. Price: 5249.50 
list, S189.50 net. 

MAJESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES, 
-43 N. La Salle Street, Chicago 10, III.- 
NIKI. Battery operated (4x1.5V monocells 
plus one battery -3V.), approximately 15 

hours on one set of batteries; jack for car 
battery 6 volts -DC, dual track, recording 
time approximately 30 minutes, frequency 
response 150-6000 cps. Other features in- 
clude permanent dynamic speaker, 2SOC71, 
2S0V72, OC602 special transistors, 3 uay 
jack, jack for car battery, and a durable 
moulded plastic case with carrying strap. 
Weighs approximately 5.5 lbs. Prices: Con- 
tact manufacturer. 
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MATTHEW STUART & CO., INC., 156 
Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.-PHO- 

\O-TRIS MARK II and MARK III. The 
Mark II (top, lower middle col.) has speeds 
of 171 or 334 ips, pushbutton control is 

powered by 4 standard flashlight batteries, 
is dual track, has up to 90 minutes record- 
ing time, and uses 3" reel tapes. It also has 

a built-in speaker, monitor switch, and it 
weighs 5 lbs. Price: $79.95. 

The Mark Ill (bottom, lower middle col.) 
is dual track, 3",í ips, measures 9 x 5 x 4t/2 
inches, uses standard 3" reel tapes, operates 
on 4 standard (size D) flashlight batteries, 
and gets 44 minutes recording time on single 
3" reel of tape. Other features include a fully 
governed motor, pause button, pushbutton 
control, recording monitor switch, fast re- 
wind, volume control for recording and play- 
back and an auxiliary output jack. Auxiliary 
cable for use with 6V auto battery available 
for both models. Price: S99.95. 

MINICORD CORP. OF AMERICA, 
1915 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City, N.J.- 
MINICORD. Will record continuously for 
two hours, has a three stage, high -gain 
printed circuit amplifier, weighs under two 
pounds, and is 41/4 x 65/8 x 15/8 inches 
in size. May be carried completely concealed 
with special shoulder harness and Dick 
Tracy type wrist watch microphone. Con- 
tact manufacturer for additionaal details. 
Price: $239.50. 
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MOHAWK BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORP., 94.1 Halsey St., Brooklyn 33, N. Y. 
-\IIDGETAPE. Operates from a small bat- 
tery pack or from regular AC lines; weighs 
21 , lbs.; motor batteries last 25 hours and 
amplifier batteries 60 hours; records for one 
hour on two tracks at 1-78 ips; the tape is 

contained in a cartridge; has automatic vol- 
ume control; frequency response is 150-4000 
cps. Accessories available. Contact manu- 
facturer for price. 

PETELY SALES CORP., 300 Park Ave- 
nue South, New York 10, N. Y.-HI- 
DELITY MODEL TR-403 (top, page 31, 
col. 1). Has built-in speaker and transistor- 
ized amplifier. Power for amplifier-6VX4 
penlight dry batteries; for motor-9VX6 
penlight dry batteries. Battery life is 204 
hours continuous use. Two speeds -33/ and 
I'8 ips, AC adapter, dual track, recording 
time is 34 minutes at 33/4 ips and 68 min- 
utes at 178 ips, dimension -23/4 x 7t/2 x 

6'1 inches, weighs 5 lbs. Accessories avail- 
able. Price: Contact manufacturer. 
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HI-DELITY MODEL TR-401B (bot- 
tom, above). 10 pencil type dry batteries 
supply all necessary power. Single lever 
control for Play. Record, and Rewind; bat- 
tery life for amplifier 6 hours, for motor 
3 hours: four 2T66 transistors: tape speed 
33, ips: dual track. Price: Contact manu- 
facturer. 

;1 

SCOPUS, INC.. 404 Park Avenue South, 
\ew l ork 16, N.Y.-EXECUTIVE TR-I0. 
Operates on self-contained penlite batteries. 
has six transistors and one diode, uses stand- 
ard three inch rape reels, two speeds -33A 
and l'$ ips, weighs 31/2 pounds. Other 
features include safety interlock button, re- 
mote control jack. monitor jack and A.C. 
adapter jack. Can be operated from car 
b a t t e r y. Accessories available. Price: 
S169.95. 
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STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP., 921 N. 

Highland Ave.. Hollywood 38, Calif.- 

\IINITAPE. Has an extremely sensitive 
preamplifier with an unusual electronic 
gain control; uniform recording quality is 

assured with no meters or magic eyes to 

watch. Weighs only 13 lbs. and in its wa- 

tertight aluminum case, it is built to op- 

erate in snow, rain or desert heat. Five 

inch reels furnish 30 minutes recording 
time at -!S ips (speeds of 331 or 17/s 

may be ordered ); flutter and wow less than 
0.35% RMS; three all transistor amplifiers 
on plug-in cards, 7 transistors, 2 diodes. 

and 1 thermister; hermetically sealed nickel 
cadmium storage batteries power the am- 
plifiers and drive motor for over 4 hours; 

battery may be charged from a 12 volt 
cigarette lighter attachment or an accessory 

automatic charger. No bearing can ever 

"freeze" and no oiling is required. Ac- 

cessories available. Price: $494. 

STEELMAN PHONOGRAPH & RADIO 
CO., INC., 2-30 Anderson Ave . Mount 
Vernon, N.Y.-TRANSITAPE. Speeds of 
I -¿y and 33/4 ips: plays 1 hour, 4 min. at 

I -R with standard 3" reel 1/2 mil tape, dual 

track; operates on Mercury cell penlight 
batteries-six for amplifier and seven for 
motor; is 2-8 x 61'2 x 93, inches in size; 

weighs 5 lbs., has permanently .ubricated 
hearings; has a neon glow battery level in- 
dicator; has seven transistors plus two diodes. 

Other features include an extended range 
4" Alnico P.M. speaker. fast forward speed, 

safety interlock button, separate volume con- 

trol, and it comes in a luxurious leather 
case. Only an extension cord is required 
ro connect the Transitape directly to a 12 

volt car battery. Price: S199.50 (slightly 
higher South and West). 

TURNING CORP. OF AMERICA. 60 

East 42nd St.. New York 17, N.Y.-BUTO- 
BA Mil (top). Can be operated on flash- 

light batteries or electric current; weighs 
12 pounds, is 6 x 9 x 12 inches. dual track, 

has seven transistors, speeds of I"y and 33/ 
ips, frequency response 50-13,000 cps, noise 

level 40 db, playing time up to two hours on 
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each tiack and takes 5" reel. Also features 

pushbutton operation, fast rewind and fast 

forward, tone and volume controls, and 

volume indicator. Accessories available. 
Price: 5249.50. 

BUTOBA TS 71 (bottom) . and TS 61. 

Powered by four flashlight batteries, tape 

drive independently powered by a precision 
spring motor, has 6 transistors, weighs 20 
lbs., is 12 x 15 x 5 inches. The TS 71 is 

full track, 71/2 ips, 60-13,000 cps. The 
TS 61 is dual track, IN and 33/4 ips, 50 

plus or minus 9000 cps. Other features: 

separate tone and volume controls, time in- 
dicator, pushbutton controls, and volume 
level indicator. Accessory converter for all 
models available which works on 6V car 

battery. Prices: TS 71-5295; TS 61- 
S245. 

ACCESSORIES 

Accessories available for many of these 

portables include: AC adaptor, carrying 
case, shoulder carrying case, shoulder holster, 
microphone, wrist watch mike, remote con- 
trol mike, battery charger, cigarette lighter 
charger, loudspeaker, conference speaker, 

monitor headphones, earphones, tape, tape 

reels, magazines, auxiliary output jack, 

transcribe -dictate kit, telephone pickup, 
brief case with mike, pen desk set with 
mike, remote control, microphone/speaker, 
converters, erase head, splicing tape, shield- 
ed microphone plug, 600 ohm output trans- 

former, pocket stop -start control, foot 
switch, mailing cartons, log -index slips, ex- 

tra batteries, tape scissors, oiler, etc. 

Consult individual manufacturers for spe- 

cific accessories for their machines. 
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FI -CORO SELF POWERED PORTABLE 
. . . features 8 transistor circuit, rechargeable batteries, 

operation open or closed, small size 

THE Fi -Cord is of British manufac- 
ture and is one of the smaller self- 
contained portables. It measures 

9?/8" x 5" x 2?43` with a weight of 21/_ 

pounds. 
The unit has a detachable shoulder 

strap which is equipped with a non- 
skid pad and a case for the mike. The 
microphone is a dynamic with a stop 
start switch built in. Also available. is 

a higher quality microphone than the 
one furnished with the recorder 

é 

73 

The recorder is powered by four 2 - 

volt rechargeable cells which may be 
charged on the Fi -Cord charger. Since 
the cells weigh only five ounces, it is 
a good plan to get a few extra sets so 
that one or more fully charged sets 
will always be available. 

Recording time on one set of bat- 
teries runs from I 1/2 to 2 hours ar the 
71/2 ips speed or 3 to 31/2 hours at the 
17/R ips speed (the two speeds on the 
recorder). The motor is a 3 volt DC 

yl a..5^v-,t_, 
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Control panel of recorder shown actual size. Knob at left is record/playback switch, mike 
input is next and above it magic eye recording level. Below speaker symbol is amplifier 
feed jack, above it speaker cut-off switch (when case is. closed) and indicator light showing 
baiery condition. Volume knob is at right and above numeral 6 is tape supply indicator. 
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Product: Fi -Cord Model IA 

Distributor: kingdon. Products, 
Ltd., 514 Broadway, New York 
13, N. Y. 

Price: $299.5( (with profes- 
sional mike, $330) 

motor and the unit has eight transis- 
tors in the electronics. 

A built-in loudspeaker for monitor- 
ing is found under the feed reel and it 
provides very good listening volume. 
The recorder also has an output jack 
for connecting it to an external am- 
plifier and speaker system. 

The recorder has both erase and rec- 
ord heads and is dual track with a 
playing time on 1 mil tape of 9 min- 
utes per track at the 7t/2 ips speed or 
36 minutes per track at the 17/8 ips 
speed. Half -mil tape may also be used 
to triple these times. 

Rewinding is accomplished by 
means of a small handle which is in- 
serted in one of the spline holes in the 
reel or, the motor may be used for re- 
wind by switching the reels and taking 
the tape straight from one to the other. 
This will sacrifice some of the battery 
life for recording. 

With the exception of the pressure 
release disc, which releases the roller 
from the capstan for threading or 
when the recorder is not in use, all 
controls are grouped on one end and 
the unit may be operated without 
opening the case. A magic -eye level 

-- "`-- 
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Fi -Cord with case closed showing size rela- 
tive to package of king size cigarettes. Re- 
corder has shoulder strap with slip -proof 
pad and case for microphone. 
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Leff: head arrangement. Erase head is of left and record/play head at right, no pressure 
pads are used. Right: finger indicates pressure release disc which engages roller against 
capstan and moves the tape. At the bottom is the transcribing control lever which may be 

pulled away from the tape to stop the motion. 
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Rewind can be done by hand, to save bat- 
tery drain, by inserting handle furnished in 

one of the slots on the reel and turning it. 
Handle is stowed alongside batteries. 

meter shows recording gain. The re- 
corder may be used for transcribing by 
moving the pressure release disc on or 
off. 

The record -play button should al- 
ways be turned ro off when rewinding, 
otherwise the tape will be erased. 

Likewise. on playback, the mike 
should be unplugged or feedback may 
result. 

Frequency response from input 
socket to output socket is claimed at 
50 to 10,000 cycles, plus or minus 3 

db. Wow and flutter is rated at 0.4% 

ago 11-- -' 

and signal to noise ratio at 35 db. 
The 17/8 speed we found to be more 

than adequate for voice and the 71/2 

ips speed provided good music re- 

cording. As might be expected in a 

tiny machine, the flutter and wow is 

higher than in a large recorder but is 

nor objectionable. 
True, concentric reels must be used, 

just any old reel will not do or varia- 
tion in the :ecording may result. 

An indicator lamp on the control 
panel shows battery condition and so 
long as it lights, the recorder will re- 
cord. When it goes our, it indicates 
the batteries need recharging. 

We tried the Fi -Cord both indoors 
and out, on both music and speech. 
It is very convenient to operate and 
has adequate sensitivity. Tapes made 
upon it may be played on regular 
home reorders or the Fi -Cord may 
be used ro feed an amplifier and 
speaker. 

The switch on the microphone is a 

great convenience and since there is 

no need to open the case to actuate 
the machine, it may be used incon- 
spicuously. 

The unit operated in any position 
satisfactorily. It is sturdy and well con- 
structed and nicely finished through- 
out. 
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Left: speaker is below deck and sound comes through holes shown. These are below feed 
reel. Finger rests on friction bar which operates tape supply indicator. Right: battery charger 
holds four batteries at one tine. Operation is automatic and lights show battery condition. 
Usable with a wide range of voltages. 

Suction -cup 
or Flange 

FOR SUPERB 
SOUNDS BUY 

MAGNA CINE 
TAPES $5.98 

STEREO TAPES! 
2 -track, 71/2 ips and 33/4 ips Inline. 

ABC -PARAMOUNT to ZODI- 
AC. 8(X) titles in stock, priced 
at 50% off list! Catalog Sl.00, 
refunded first order. Shipped 
POSTPAID and INSURED in 
the United States and Canada 
only. Mail order only! 

CAL -WESTERN STEREO 
1544 Cross Way 

San Jose 25, California 

YOIV TÁPESt::NE.ED 

,FiMAGiC! - 

silMagic Pylon silicone appli- 
. ators (Patented) with NEW 
Long Life Conditioning 8 
Cleaner fluids make tapes play 
better, eliminate squeals, 
"wows". Clean heads last 
longer, tool COMPLETE Kit 
(eiher pylon) sleeves, 2 bottles 
(Long Life Conditioner and 
Head -Capstan Cleaner) $3.45 
Postpaid U.S.A. Guaranteed. 

The Distributor's Group, Inc. 
204 -14th St., N. W. Atlanta 13, Ga. 

stereo tapes 
over 1000 different albums 

all major labels 

no deposits on tapes rented 

postpaid to and from your home 

Free catalog 

stereo-parti eto 
811-A CENTINELA AVE., INGLEWOOD, CALIF. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
Recordln9 Tape 

1200 foot acetate tplaaticl 1.29 
I8uu loot acetate (Plastic) 1.79 

.1M 1900 foot MY1.AR (Polyester) 2.39 
2400 foot MY AR (Polyester) 3.49 

RI/ 
w ctt* (studios. large users even lower) "''~ Oslde guarantee not to nab off or 

squeak-or money back. Compare ours 
with other "bargain" tape. You'll find 
It's more than just "price' when you 
deal with us. We are orleinai pioneers 
In the tape recorder business and our 
reputation means seerything to au. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. 

COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO. 

1776 Columbia Rd. Washington, D.C. 
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Record Anything, Anywhere 
with "The Magneinite*" 

Battery -operated, spring -motor tope 
recorder designed for professional 
field use. Assures complete inde- 
pendence from AC power. Meets 
Notional Association of Radio and 
Television Broadcasters stondords. 
60 Models available. 

Write for free literature and direct factory prices to Dept HF: 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 
398 Broadway New York 13, N. Y. 

FOR SUPERB 
SOUNDS BUY 

MAGNA CINE 
TAPES $5.98 

MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR 
TAPE RECORDER! 

PAY FOR YOUR RECORDING EQUIP- 
MENT IN ONE MONTH OrSP\RE-TIU}. 
FUN! Up to $250 a week! Proven, tested. 
guaranteed Plans $2.00 (Refundable). 
Dixieland Sound Specialist, 1100 Arrow 
Wood Rd., Asheboro. North Carolina. 

RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES 

Meetings, concerts, training aids, etc 
economically re-recorded on perma 

nent hi -Fidelity discs. Professional quality 
-overnight service-all speeds-any 
quantity.WriteforFreeFatderandPrices. 

-Iv/ RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABS. 
156/-1510 Pierce Ass., Camden S N.J. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
HI-FI COMPONENTS 

- SLEEP LEARN KITS 

MERITAPE Unusual Values 
'42", Low cost, high quality FREE -_ recording tape. In boxestor 

1860 CATALOG or cans. 
DRESSNER, 69.02 AA. 174 St.. Flushing 65. N. Y. 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY 

TAPE RECORDING 
Severna Park, Md. 

Please enter or renew my sub- 
scription as indicated below: 

2 years $7.00 

1 year 53.75 

Payment enclosed. Bill me later. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

SHOP OR SWAP 
Advertising In this section Is open to both amateur 

and commercial ads. TAPE RECORDING does not 
guarantee any offer advertising In this column and all 
swaps. etc., are strictly between individuals. 

RATES: Commercial ads. $.30 per word. Individual 
ads, non-commeclal, $.05 a word. 

In figuring the number of words in your advertise- 
ment. be sure to Include your name and addrms. 
Count each abbreviation, Initial, single figure or group 
of figures as a word. hyphenated words count as two 
words. The name of your city. local postal zone and 
state count as two words. :Maximum care first four 
words. Proofs are not submitted on classified ads. 

Remittances In full should accompany copy. Ads will 
be inserted In next available issue. Please print or 
type your copy to avoid error. Address ad to: Shop 
or Swop, Tape Recording Magazine. Severna Park. 
Md. 

FOR SALE: Professional Ampex 600 monaural 
tape recorder, 1 track, 71 i.p.s., synchronous 
MOM; matching Ampex 620 amplifier -speaker trait. 
both in Samsonite luggage cases, 5500. Will nor 
sell separately. L. A. Albano, 130 Hawthorne 
Ace., Utica, New York. 

CHRISTIAN TAPE LIBRARY. For all interested. 
Many Gospel songs. Music. Gospel sermons, and 
dramatized stories. For further information, write 
Samuel G. Fry, Box 500, Selinsgrove, Pa. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE RADIO BROADCAST 
I have Spanish, French, and German and will trade 
copies for Portuguese. James Reese. 681 North 
Valencia, La Habra, California. 

WANTA HEAR SOME GOOD recordings? Send 
for list of unusual, original rapes. Collectors items. 
Dizzy Greer, 2018 10th Avenue, Lewiston, Idaho 

SELL Rek-O-Kut: L-34. 545.00; A-1(0. $22.00. 
Electro -Sonic: C-60, 530.00. Heathkit: WA -P2, 
512.00. Knight: VTVM, $20.00. Dynakit: Mark 
II, $55.00. Write, R.D.D., 1308 Hampshire 
Lane, Richardson, Texas. 

OUR SELF-ADHESIVE 1/6" IDENTIFICATION 
tape permits easy spot -marking without splicing. 
600" reel plus 48 reel -identification labels only 
51.00. P.R.S. System, Inc., Dept. T6, Dobbs 
Ferry, N. Y. 

WANTED: Copy of Omegatape =1, High Fidelity 
Jazz, 2 track, recorded tape, will buy or rent. Con- 
tact Lawrence Goldman, 3001 S. 16th St., Phila- 
delphia 45, Pa. 

HELP! Postal clerk wants to supplement income 
with use of recorder. Any ideas? Write or tape 
P. O. Box 184, Upper Sandusky, Ohio. 

ANYONE 19 TO 90. Send 4" tape. Make it 
funny. Will answer same way. Box 53, Depew, 
New York. 

MOHAWK MIDGETAPE "300" transistorized 
pocket tape recorder complete with microphone. 
internal Midgetape loudspeaker/amplifier, 1-1 
hour and 1-1 I1/2 hour cartridge, shoulder holster 
and battery. Cost $295, used less than 25 hours. 
Sacrifice all for $185. Deposit 525, balance COD. 
R. B. Grontkowski, 2855 University Ave.. Bronx 
68, N. Y. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, hypnotize with your re- 
corder, phonograph or amazing Electronic Edu- 
cator endless tape recorder. Free catalog lists over 
200 unusual tapes, records, equipment for ex- 
perimenters. Sleep -Learning Research Association. 
Box 24-TR, Olympia, \Vashington. 

BARGAIN SAMPLES: Ampex 960. used only 25 
hours. $499.00; Berlant BRX_2, perfect, 5325.00: 
Webcor Model 2007, spotless, 5225.00; Fisher 
80-C Audio Controls with cabinets. 549.00 each: 
Fisher AZ -80 Amplifiers. 549.00: Dyna Prewired 

We specialize in TRADE-INS - highest 
allowances-Ampex. Concertone. Magne- 
cord. Norelco. Pentron. Presto. Tandbertr. 
Viking 111 -Fi Components-Fisher. Scott. 
Sherwood, etc. Write for lists of new anti 
used items, 

BOYNTON STUDIO 
10 Pennsylvania Ave., Dept. TR 
Tuekahoe, N. Y. Tel, SP 9-5278 

Preamps, $25.00 (Dyna Stereo Control free with 
each pair of Preamps); Heath W -6M Prewired. 
seventy watt Amplifiers, 589.00; Altec 604C speak- 
ers, 599.00; Altec 607 Speaker Enclosures. 
5110.00; Thorens Changer, $29.00; Geloso Re- 
corders, $125.00; other tremendous bargains in 
Ampex, Concertone, Altec, Marantz, etc. P -J 
Associates, Greenwich, N. J. Phone: GI. 1-7862. 

"LITTLE FLOCK" (LUKE 12:32) non denomina- 
tional Bible Class (Rev 18:4) with tape re- 
corders, seeks faith contacts, all over the nation. 
Earl Linder, 2521 N.W. 23 St., Miami, Fla. 
phone: NE 4-0460. 

SELL: Stancil-Hoffman M5A small portable Pro- 
fessional Tape Recorder, battery -powered, new con- 
dition, 5150; Bell stereo tape Preamplifier, $25; 
2 -station Intercom, $10; Recoton-Goldring Magnetic 
Cartridge, dual sapphires, 55 Preamplifier for same. 
55. "Ted" Hein, 418 Gregory, Rockford, Illinois. 

LEARN HYPNOTISM, SELF-HYPNOSIS from re- 
corded tapes! Other helpful Tapes, Books- Re- 
cordings! Free Catalog. Write Philanthropic 
Library, Drawer TR697, Ruidoso, New Mexico. 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING TAPE - First 
quality of a prime manufacturer. Polished, lubri- 
cated. Full frequency response. Money back 
guarantee. Acetate 1200', 11 Mil, 4/55.20: 
18110', 1 Mil, 4/56.75. Mylar 1200', 11'2 Mil. 

-1 /56.60; 1800', I Mil, 4/$9.00; 2400', 1; Mil, 
4/513.00. Postage 20c each. Hisonic, Box 86EF. 
New York 63, N. Y. 

TAPESPONDENTS WANTED. Discussion, music, 
jokes. Send recording to: Robert Schwartz, 291 
Baker Hall, Ohio State University, Columbus 10. 
Ohio. 

TAPE RECORDERS, RECORDING TAPE. Bell 
tape decks, Hi -Fi, Norelco speakers. We will not 
be undersold! Send for our free catalog and see 
why. Commissioned Electronics, 1776 Columbia 
Road, Washington, D. C. 

WANTED TO BUY-disco recorder. Chas. Kautz. 
Ill Eaton St. Hampton, Virginia. 

FOR SALE: Steelman Transitape, portable, battery 
operaed tape recorder (all transistor), with 
microphone- leather case, AC power source adaptor. 
and remote control floor switch, used less than 30 
hours. Price 5125 or best offer. Maurice Meyer, Jr., 
'0l Maple St., Lebanon, Pa. 

MR. TAPO PRESENTS: Free greeting card pack- 
age especially "beamed" for all Tape Club en- 
thusiasts. Send name and address-no obligations 
-Vineaural, Box 3395- Van Nuys, California. 

SELL: Ampex 601-2, 5625.00. Magnecord BN. 
5350.00. ISI, new, 5200.00. Avron Gordon, 2206 
Vincent N.. Minneapolis 11, Minn. 

CLASSICAL Music on tape. Hi -Fi (not stereo) 
as low as $1.00 per symphony, concerto, etc. Send 
50c for sample "Ride of the Walkure" and list. 
Sabin Recordings, Box 395, Hurley, N. Y. 

WANTED: Tapes of "Moon River" evening radio 
programs that were broadcast during the 1940's 
on WL\W in Cincinnati, Ohio. A. Stoffa, 111 Elm. 
River Rouge 18. Michigan. 

RENT STEREO TAPES-over 1,000 different- 
all major labels-free catalog, Stereo-Parti, 811-F 
Centinela Ave., Inglewood 3, California. 

TAPES COPIED to Hi -Pi discs. All speeds. Free 
price list. Dick Vance, 3409 Grand Avenue, 
Oakland, Calif. 

STEREO CONVERSION KITS, 1930-57 Webcor 
Tape Recorders. Write: R. F. Kerr, Box 427, 
Princeton, N. J. 

STUDY ANNOUNCING by tape recorded lessons. 
National Academy of Broadcasting, 3338 16th St. 
N. W.. Washington 10, D. C. 

i MAIL ORDER HI-FI "a 
You can now purchase all your Hi -Fi from one 
reliable source and be assured of perfect de- 
livery. Carston makes delivery from NY stock 
on most Hi -Fi, Recorders and Tape within 24 
hours. SEND US A LIST OF YOUR HI-FI RE- 
QUIREMENTS FOR OUR WHOLESALE QUO- 
TATION and our FREE wholesale catalog... 

CARSTON STUDIOS 
125-C East 88 St. New York 28, N. Y. 
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illustrated 

FOR YOUR AUDIO BOOKSHELF 

YOUR TAPE RECORDER 
by Robert and Mary Marshall 

This is the first book for nonprofessional users and in- 
cludes the photographs and specifications of 55 recorders 
as a guide to selecting the proper machine for various 
uses. The book does not deal with technicalities. It was 
written after some 2500 experiments had been conducted, 
using recorders in the fields of education, camps, meet- 
ings, business and the home. Part of the book is devoted 
to an explanation of hi-fi principles and terminology. 

5'/e" x 8", cloth bound, 288 pp. Illustrated .... $4.95 

TAPE RECORDERS AND 

TAPE RECORDING 
by Harold D. Weiler 

The latest book by the well known author of "Iii -Fi 
Simplified" which has sold over 65,000 copies. Written 
so that anyone can understand it the book covers Room 
Acoustics; Microphone Techniques; Recording From 
Records; Radio and TV; Sound Effects; Tape Recorder 
Maintenance; and Adding Sound to Slides and Movies. 
Over 100 illustrations and diagrams In 13 chapters of 
practical down-to-earth suggestions make this book the 
beginners bible. 

51/2" x 81/4" - 190 pages - $2.95 illustrated - paper bound 

HIGH FIDELITY SIMPLIFIED 
by Harold D. Weiler 

This book has .old more than 65.000 copies and is one of 
the most popular books on the subject. It covers the 
How. \Vhat, Why and Where of Hi -Fi, Sound, Acoustics, 
The Simple Loudspeaker, The High -Fidelity Loud- 
speaker, Loudspeaker -Enclosures, The Basic Amplifier, 
The Amplifier, The Record Player, Tuners, Use of a 
Home Music System, and Tape Recorders. It is illustrated 
with numerous drawings, charts and pictures. While 
authoritative, it is written in an easy -to -read style. 

51/2" x 81/2", paper bound, 208 pp. Illustrated .. $2.50 

illustrated 

HOW TO MAKE GOOD TAPE RECORDINGS 
by C. J. Le Bel, Vice President Audio Devices, Inc. 
A complete handbook of tape recording containing 150 pages 
of up-to-the-minute Information of practical value to every 
tape recordist. Easy reading for the most Inexperienced of 
home recordists. 
Sections Include: How A Tape Recorder Works, Characteris- 
tics of a Tape Recorder, Selecting A Tape Recorder, Selecting 
A Recording Tape, Using the Tape Recorder. Making A Micro- 
phone Recording, Acoustically Treating the Studio. Tape Edi- 
ing, Binaural or Stereophonic Recording. Putting Together A 
Recording Show, and a Glossary of Tape Recording Terms. 
51/4" x 8", 150 pp., paper bound, $1.50 

TAPE RECORDERS-HOW THEY WORK 
by Charles G. Westcotf and Richard F. Dubbe 
This book is based on the principle that to get the most from 
a recorder, one must first understand thoroughly how it op- 
erates. It contains diagrams and schematics and explains in 
not too technical language "what's under the cover" of a 
recorder. 
51/2" x 81/2", 177 pp., paper bound, $2.75 illustrated 

TECHNIQUES OF MAGNETIC RECORDING 
by Joel Toll 
This book translates the complexities of a science into practical, 
easy -to -follow techniques It is a book for the professional who 
wants new Ideas, new standards of excellence. and a book for 
the amateur just introduced to magnetic recording. Beginning 
with a description of Poulsen's invention of magnetic record- 
ing. the author presents a condensed history of developments 
since 1900. Then he treats the many problems that arise in 
magnetic recording. Individual chapters are devoted to record- 
ing in such areas as medicine, education, and public entertain- 
ment and advertising. The inclusion of descriptions written by 
the originators of various techniques, extensive quotation from 
the laboratory notes of pioneers, an extensive glossary, and a 
comprehensive bibliography make this book Invaluable to the 
amateur and to the professional. 

81/2" x 51/2", 472 pp., cloth bound, $7,95 

BASIC ELECTRICITY 
by Van Valkenburgh, Nooger and Neville, Inc 
These five volumes, and the five listed below on Basic Elec- 
tronics are the texts of those subjects as currently taught 
at Navy Specialty Schools. They are simplified, clearly illus- 
trated and one basic concept is explained at a time without 
the use of complicated mathematics. 
Vol. 1-Where Electricity Comes From. Electricity in Ac- 
tion. Current Flow. Voltage and Resistance Magnetism. DC 
Meters. Vol. 2-DC Circuits, Ohm's and Kirchoff's Laws, 
Electric Power. Vol. 3-Alternating Current, AC Resistance, 
Capacitance and Inductance, Reactance, AC Meters. Vol. 4- 
Impedance, AC Circuits, Resonance. Transformers. Vol. 5- 
DC Generators and Motors, Alternators. 

BASIC ELECTRONICS 
Vol. 1-Introduction to Electronics, Diode Vacuum Tubes, 
Dry Metal Rectifiers. Power Suppliers. Filters, Voltage Reg- 
ulators. Vol. 2-Introduction to Amplifiers Triode Tubes, 
Tetrodes and Pentrodes. Audio Voltage and Power Ampli- 
fiers. Vol. 3-Video Amplifiers, RF Amplifiers, Oscillators. 
Vol. 4-Transmitters, Transmission Lines & Antennas, CW 
Transmission and Amplitude Modulation. Vol. 5-Receiver 
Antennas, Detectors and Mixers, TRF Receivers. Superhets. 
6" x 9", 128 pp. Each Volume S2.25. $ 10s00 Complete set, 5 volumes 

BOOK DEPARTMENT 

TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE 
Seeerna Park, Md. 
Please ship immediately the books checked. 

1 enclose 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE.... STATE 

All books shipped postpaid from stock same day order is received. If not 
satisfied return books within 5 days and money will be refunded. 

Tape Recorders and Tape Recording 

Techniques of Magnetic Recording 

E How T3 Make Good Tape Recordings 

Tape Recorders-How They Work 

High Fidelity Simplified 

Your Tape Recorder 

Basic Electricity Vols. Set 

E Basic Electronics Vols. Set E 



on Audiotape on 11/2 -mil MYLAR 
THAT'S RIGHT! Audio Devices has cut at least 31% off the price 
of its premium -quality Audiotape on 11/2 -mil "Mylar." Now you 
can enjoy all the advantages of DuPont's fabulous "Mylar" for 
little more than the cost of ordinary plastic -base tape. 

Audiotape on 11/2 -mil "Mylar" is the finest tape in the Audio - 
tape line. Its tough, durable "Mylar" base and professional - 
quality oxide make it the perfect tape for schools, recording 
studios, radio and TV stations, military users-as well as dis- 
criminating home recordists. 

See your Audiotape dealer as soon as possible. At the new low 
prices, his stock will move fast. (Similar price reductions have 
also been made on Master "Low Print -through" Audiotape on 

"Mylar.") 

"Mylar" is DuPont's trademark for its polyester film-the 
toughest, most durable recording tape base material known to 
man. "Mylar" cannot dry out or become brittle with age. Radi- 
cal differences in temperature and humidity have no effect on 
it. Recording tapes on "Mylar" can't break or stretch in normal 
use, regardless of temperature or humidity. Most importantly, 
"Mylar" is a known, tested base material-proven by years of 
use in telemetry, automation and electronic computing applica- 
tions. Millions of feet have been recorded by professional and 
amateur sound recordists, too. 
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AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y. 

In Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave. In Chicago: 5428 N. Milwaukee Ave. 


